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Abstract
This practice-based research arises from the experience of travelling between different
cities, which induces a state wherein perceptions of the physical environment are overlaid
with memories. The physical space that reflects actual light into one’s eyes is transformed,
through and across the spaces one remembers, imagines or fantasises, into what I call the
‘imagined city’. ‘Staging memories’ takes mise en scène beyond its associations with staging
technique, developing it as a methodology for representing and experiencing the imagined
city.
This research takes three key elements as its starting point: the city, subjectivity and
photography. The research project is structured in such a way that the written thesis and
the photographic practice intersect. Firstly, the concept of the imagined city is established
through an account of the experience of watching the same film in different contexts, with
the imagined city emerging as a transitional phenomenon belonging to the gap between the
physical environment of the city and psychical space of the individual. Secondly, the
research draws on theoretical debates about the relationship between subjectivity and the
city, and explores different aspects of ‘mise en scène(ing) the imagined city’. Thirdly, through
the practice of mise en scène, I examine the medium of photography as a technology of
memory in relation to the imagined city.
The intention of the written research and the related photographic projects is not to
provide any definitive answers but rather to establish a model of practice that offers a
particular way of perceiving the physical environment of the city. The process of mise en scène
is pivotal to the conjuring of the imagined city. The end results, the photographic images,
are treated as souvenirs, embodying authentic experiences of the imagined city, and
opening up sites for the play of desire.
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This thesis explores the relationship between photography, subjectivity and the city, by
means of an investigation of the ‘imagined city’ – the city as it is perceived through layers
of memory. I intend to use the concept of mise en scène1 as a method of perceiving and
experiencing the everyday physical environment of the city photographically.
This research arises from my experience of travelling between different cities. I first came
to London as an MA student in 2003. Living in a city that was totally alien and new to me,
confronting unfamiliarity and various cultural shocks in my everyday life, I found that
many things began to awaken memories of past experiences of living in Taipei. Such
associations provided me with a sense of familiarity and security in this foreign city. The
memories were so absorbing that I ceased to read the city of London – I saw Taipei again.
I realised that an individual’s relationship with cities is intangible and cannot be defined in a
simple way.

Research Background
For my MA dissertation in Photography and Urban Culture at Goldsmiths College, I built
an interactive website for my project Copy the Intimacy (Figure 0.1-0.8). This work consisted
of twelve sets of images based on photographs taken in London and Taipei. First, an image
of London appeared, which, when the user clicked on it, gradually fragmented and
dissolved into an image of Taipei. The nature of the dissolve was determined by how the
viewer chose to click on the image, meaning that the experience of the transition was
unique to each individual and to the user’s state of mind at a given point in time. The
transformation of one city into the other expressed the way in which my experience of
London was permeated by memories of Taipei. The act of ‘looking’ is a complicated
process involving not only what the eye sees, but also what one remembers, imagines, and
fantasises.
Copy the Intimacy was motivated by a desire for familiarity in a foreign city, which also
mediated the way I confronted the physical environment of London. Yet I realised that it
might be too literal to simply combine and compare images of the two cities – it would not
capture the complexity of the experience. The experience of travelling in and between
different cities induces a state wherein perception of the physical environment is often
overlaid with memories. The physical space that reflects actual light into one’s eyes,
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Figure 0.1 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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Figure 0.2 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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Figure 0.3 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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Figure 0.4 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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Figure 0.5 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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Figure 0.6 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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Figure 0.7 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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Figure 0.8 Copy the Intimacy (2004)
http://www.chuyinhua.com/index.php?/citysubjectivity/copy-the-intimacy/
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through and across the spaces one remembers, imagines or fantasises, becomes what I call
the ‘imagined city’. The ‘imagined city’ may indicate a ‘city’, the constellation of people,
buildings, traffics, streets; it may also indicate a ‘space’, a space between the physical
environment and an individual’s psychical space, which cannot be easily mapped out. It
refers, then, not only to the exterior imagery of cities, but also to what has been perceived
in an individual’s psychical space.
This practice-based PhD takes the imagined city as its object of inquiry, and deploys the
concept of mise en scène, taken from film and photographic theory, as a method of exploring
the relationship between the physical environment of cities and the individual’s psychical
space. The idea of staging memory refers to the process of making photographs as well as the
end product that is the photograph itself. The MA project described above provided the
valuable insight that the process of translation/transition from one point to the other
(London to Taipei, physical environment to psychical space) is not merely a matter of
getting from point A to point B. The process of transition is in fact a series of experiences
that brings forth point B. This is to say that point B may be determined by the experiences
involved in the process of transition, which this research project proposes to interpret as a
form of mise en scène.
The process of transition is one that can be explored in relation to the term ‘photography’
itself, providing another point of entry into the current project. Tracing the movement of
the word from English to Chinese reveals how different cultural contexts have drawn out
different traits from the medium. Photography was imported into China in the late
nineteenth century, and there were many different ways of ‘translating’ this ‘new’
technology at that time. In the Ching Dynasty, the drawn portrait of a living person was
termed 小照 (small pictures), and the drawn portrait of the dead 影像 (shadowed images).
The Chinese translation of the verb ‘to photograph’ was 照像, a combination of the two
terms (小照+影像=照像): to preserve the living and the dead, to transform the living into
the dead. This is strangely similar to Roland Barthes’ idea of photography as ‘a kind of
primitive theatre, a kind of Tableau Vivant, a figuration of the motionless and made-up face
beneath which we see the dead’.2
There is another Chinese term for photography: 攝影. The character 攝 is an ideogrammic
compound of hand (扌) and whisper (聶).3 聶, a word composed of three 耳 (ears),
originally means to whisper next to someone’s ears, endowing 攝 with a poetic reference to
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the action of whispering through the hands. Also interesting to note is that the basic
darkroom developing process of developer – stop, fix – is encompassed by the word 攝,
which also means fixing down. As for the character 影 (shadow), this is a combination of
the word (景) – a view, a lit scene – and (彡), vein/ outline/ patterns. Thus the word
shadow in 影 expresses more the outline/patterns of the lit scene than it does shadowy
darkness. The word 攝影, then, can be read as using the hand to grab/fix the patterns of
the scene. It suggests one’s active role in capturing and securing the shadow, attracting the
reflection, in a way capturing the public image in an image that can be privately
acknowledged.

hand

攝

影

扌 聶

景 彡

whisper next to
someone’s ear

a view, lit scene

‘whispering through the hands’,
(also means to take, to guide, to maintain,
to attract, to arrest, to assist)

vein/outline/
patterns

The outline/ patterns of the lit scene

攝影
‘using the hand to grab/fix the patterns of the lit scene’

In the Chinese writing systems, the combination of different characters provides the user
with various ways of interpreting a single word because the same character may possess
different meanings in different periods and in different contexts. Therefore, when
confronted with the word ‘photography’, my mind automatically translates it with reference
to the various senses of the word ‘攝影’. The translation of the word ‘photography’ into
Chinese illuminates the complexity of the medium – a complexity which informs the
decisions and ideological thought processes behind the simple act of ‘pressing the button’.
This re-casting of photography through its Chinese translation has informed my use of the
medium in the practical projects that make up part of this thesis, a use which involves a
complex process of ‘making a photograph’.
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With this research project I explore, through both photographic practice and theoretical
thesis, the ways in which the concept of mise en scène can be used as a methodology for
investigating, photographically, the idea of the imagined city. By sharing personal
experiences, I hope with this research to provide readers with different ways of thinking
through the value of photography and its specific relation to cities and to subjectivity.

The relation between writing and practice
The concerns of the written element are informed by, and developed in, my photographic
practice. My concern as a practitioner is with how photographs and their relation to
personal memory can be incorporated into an art practice. I will draw on work from
different disciplines, including the discussion of mise en scène in photographic theory,
psychoanalytic theories of memory, and the imagined cities explored in urban cultural
research – as well as on my own subjective experiences of everyday life. Key questions will
be asked based on three main elements: the city, photography and subjectivity.
•

The city: How can images of the city be presented, or experienced, through the
process of mise en scène?

•

Photography: How can photographic mise en scène be used as a form for reading the
complex images of cities, the mixture of public images and private psychical
images?

•

Subjectivity: How can mise en scène mediate the individual subject’s experience of
cities?

The research project is structured in such a way that the theoretical and practical elements
intersect. This methodology helps to clarify the questions that I have confronted in both
the written thesis and the photographic projects, bridging the gap between theoretical
research and photographic practice: writing is used as a systematic process of developing
and organising theoretical (objective) knowledge, and photographic practice is used to
explore subjective experiences.
Certain key questions are introduced, developed and debated in each chapter, and related
issues are then examined with the photographic projects. The photographic practice is
developed experimentally through the concept of ‘staging memories’, taking mise en scène in
13

photography beyond its conventional understanding as simply a staging technique, and
treating it as a determinate method of perceiving and experiencing the imagined city. I will
focus especially on how different photographic formats provide alternative ways of
uncovering the imagined city. For example, the instantaneity and disposability of polaroid
photographs are exploited to address the question of what goes unnoticed in the day-today life of the imagined city; the postcard, which is related to souvenirs and memories of
travelling, is used to explore the idea of selecting and framing memories; the long exposure
of pinhole photography is used to reveal the mechanism of condensation in the dreamwork through its compression of time and space into a still image. In the course of staging
the images, and using different materials, I experimented with different ways of deliberately
invoking the flash of memory, in an attempt to disturb the solidity of time and space, and
interfere with what the eye can see.
Chapter One offers a review of literature and visual work related to the key concepts of the
city, subjectivity, and the medium of photography. The purpose of this chapter is to
expand the sense of the term mise en scène in photographic theory, where it is currently used
mainly as a way of discussing staging technique. This chapter sets out and frames the issues
explored in the next chapters and in the related photographic projects.
In Chapter Two, I discuss the notion of the imagined city by recounting the experience of
seeing the same film in different contexts, revealing how memories are manipulated and
articulated, and go on to consider the imagined city as a ‘transitional phenomenon’.
In Project A, I use photographic mise en scène as a ludic strategy, playing with the transitional
object by staging and constructing it for the camera, in order to reveal the transitional
phenomenon of the imagined city. The process of staging poses questions of decisionmaking and control, leading to the central topic of the next chapter, the status of chance in
the process of staging.
In order to explore the role of chance in mise en scène, Chapter Three draws on a theoretical
account of the flâneur, on the key surrealist text Nadja, on Janet Cardiff’s Walks series and
on the ideas of psychogeography. This chapter concludes that process and experience are
more crucial to the notion of mise en scène than the photographic results.
Project B treats photographic mise en scène not simply as a staging technique, but as a
determinate method of experiencing the subject matter, the imagined city. The use of
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different photographic formats emphasises the degree to which photography mediates the
process of mise en scène.
Chapter Four investigates the medium of photography as a technology of memory. This
chapter uses the phenomenon of Lomography as a case study to question forms of ‘readymade memory’, again emphasising the crucial role of the photographic process with regard
to memory. I conclude in this chapter that my practice of mise en scène in relation to the
imagined city revolves around a fantasy about home, and this finding is further elaborated
in the final photographic Project C, in which the imagined city is examined through an
exploration of the idea of ‘home’.
This thesis aims to test different forms of mise en scène in order to develop the notion of the
imagined city – the 'city' that has been perceived in memories, the 'city' one remembers,
imagines and fantasises. 'Staging memories' will be developed as a method of moulding the
processes of remembering and communicating in the language of photography. The main
strategy in this practice of mise en scène is to control what I can control, but also to allow
other possibilities to emerge during the photographic process. Different 'rules' will be set
up for me to experience the physical environment via photographic activity, and various
photographic techniques employed to invest the imagined city with memory. Such
contrived methodologies are meant to break the boundary between public and private,
while at the same time informing my subjective awareness of the physical environment of
the city. The process of taking photographs is considered as a process of experiencing the
imagined city; the final photographic images reveal what the eyes do not see, and function
as souvenirs that embody the image of the imagined city.
The research process has consisted of a series of self-evaluations and re-examinations,
contextualised by the experimental photographic practices. The intention driving this
theoretical and practical research has not been to provide any definitive answers but rather
to establish a model for perceiving the physical environment of cities. Having used my
experience of travelling to inform the evolution of each photographic project, I hope this
research will offer readers an impetus to re-examine their own experiences of the city,
while adding extra layers of interpretation to the work presented here.
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1

‘Mise en scène’ is spelt in different ways by different critics, such as ‘mise-en-scène’ or ‘mise-en-scène’. In this
thesis I adopt the version ‘mise en scène’ to indicate its etymology in French. In every case of quotation, I
have respected the spelling of the original.

2 Roland
3

Barthes, Camera Lucida, translated by Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981), p.32.

‘攝’ also means to take, to guide, to maintain, to attract, to arrest, to assist; and the word also means ‘safe’
and ‘peaceful’ in old Chinese.
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Chapter One.
The Imagined City and Mise en Scène
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Figure 1.1 Absolut London (1995).
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Figure 1.2 Absolut Paris (1994).
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Figure 1.3 Absolut Taipei (2001).
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Figure 1.4 Absolut Beijing (1999).
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Figure 1.5 Absolut New York (1998).
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The imagined cities
The series of images presented above is drawn from the vodka advertising campaign,
Absolut Cities.1 These images provide an opportunity to think about the way in which
stereotypical images shape our impressions of cities. The bottle signifies alcohol: in London
it appears on the door of a Victorian house (Figure 1.1); in Paris as the entrance to a Métro
station (Figure 1.2); in Taipei it is the tongue of a traditional dancing Dragon (Figure 1.3);
in Beijing it manifests itself on the face of the Chinese Opera character Kuan-Kong (Figure
1.4); and in New York, in an aerial shot of a busy street, yellow taxicabs arrange
themselves into the form of the Absolut vodka bottle (Figure 1.5).

If we place all these images together, we see that the shape of the vodka bottle is
consistent, and takes on different contents in different cities. This series of posters
provides a metaphorical illustration of the way that an individual interacts with cities. On
the one hand, we already have an iconic, stereotypical impression of a city before ever
visiting it, as Alasdair Gray has one of his characters remark in the novel Lanark:
Glasgow is a magnificent city.” Said Thaw. “…Think of Florence, Paris, London,
New York. Nobody visiting them for the first time is a stranger, because he’s
already visited them in paintings, novels, history books and films. But if a city
hasn’t been used by an artist not even the inhabitants live there imaginatively.2
On the other hand, wherever one goes, one always looks at the city from one’s own
individual point of view. There is a saying in Chinese slang: ‘牛牽到北京還是牛’—
literally, ‘a cow remains a cow even when it is brought to Beijing’ (an equivalent, perhaps,
of the English leopard not being able to change its spots).
The images of Absolut Cities imply the specific characters of each city. Graphic novelist Neil
Gaiman observes of cities in the comic World’s End:
Perhaps a city is a living thing. Each city has its own personality, after all. Los
Angeles is not Vienna. London is not Moscow. Chicago is not Paris. Each city is
a collection of lives and buildings and it has its own personality. So, if a city has a
personality, maybe it also has a soul. Maybe it dreams.’3
When thinking about a city, we may think of its physical structures: streets, buildings,
shops, schools, consumptions and so on. Every city has the same basic components, but
each city presents them in different ways. The vodka bottle’s various manifestations might
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also stand metaphorically for the way that the same physical environment can be looked at
from various different points of view. Italo Calvino’s novel Invisible Cities4 explores this
idea. One passage in particular suggests the complexity of the relationship between the
public space of a city and an individual’s private images of it:
Kublai Khan had noticed that Marco Polo’s cities resembled one another, as if
the passage from one to another involved not a journey but a change of elements.
Now, from each city Marco described to him, the Great Khan’s mind set out on
its own, and after dismantling the city piece by piece, he reconstructed it in other
ways, substituting components, shifting them, inverting them.5
Calvino’s work offers a poetic and imaginative way of seeing the city. In the allegory, the
Venetian explorer Marco Polo tells of cities of the distant past, the ‘invisible’ cities that
made up Kublai Khan’s empire. Fifty-five profiles of cities are divided into nine chapters,
each describing a different set of adventures and narratives. Although seemingly fantastical,
the stories finally become recognisable as a projection of ‘Venice’ itself. In other words,
the city of Venice has been dissected into different facets and recomposed out of layers of
distinctive stories, revealing the various dimensions that a city possesses.
In this thesis, I use the term ‘imagined city’ to imply an individual’s subjective perceptions
of the physical urban environment. There are several reasons for adopting this term. First
of all, it invokes Kevin Lynch’s The Image of the City.6 This book is a study of the elements
that go to make up a city, and suggests ways in which these elements might be rethought
and re-arranged by planners to design cities that are more legible and harmonious, cities
that might provide each dweller with both visual pleasure and utilitarian functionality.7
Lynch argues that a city has an overall pattern, or visual quality, and that the individual
parts of a cityscape can be organised to render this pattern more coherent, more legible.8
We can understand this proposition from the experiences of travelling. Even if an
individual is entirely foreign to a city, one can still read or recognise how to ‘use’ it, thanks
to one’s experience of other cities.
Lynch recognises the importance of the ‘observer’, who ‘should play an active role in
perceiving the world and have a creative part in developing his image. He should have the
power to change that image to fit changing needs’.9 The image of the city is complex,
because an individual is not only an ‘insider’ who participates in the city but also an
‘outsider’ who observes the city. Lynch finds that image development is a two way process
between the observer and the observed:
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Moving elements in a city, and in particular the people and their activities, are as
important as the stationary physical parts. We are not simply observers of this
spectacle, but are ourselves a part of it, on the stage with the other participants.
Most often, our perception of the city is not sustained, but rather partial,
fragmentary, mixed with other concerns. Nearly every sense is in operation, and
the image is the composite of them all.10
Everyone confronts the city in different ways, and the perception of its physical space is
influenced by personal background, habits, identity, memories and so on. The way that an
individual behaves in a city is shaped by his or her personal identity: for example, a tourist
may perceive the same city very differently from a native. Lynch states that in a city there is
something more than ‘the eye can see’, and that there is always a scene or a view ‘waiting to
be explored’. Every element in the city is experienced in relation to its surroundings and
the individual’s personal association with ‘some part of his city’ – everyone is responsible
for his or her own image of the city. Lynch begins his investigation of the legibility of the
cityscape by asking his interviewees to sketch their version of the city, by drawing the route
from their house to their work place and by describing what they think the most interesting
parts in the city are. He then identifies the key physical elements of a city, the key features
of its inhabitants’ mental maps, including paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks. Lynch’s
research on the image of the city provides an example of how an individual’s subjective
perception mediates the physical environment. The city is constituted by three layers of
‘images’: the physical environment and structure of the city; an individual’s immediate
association with the city, and an individual’s emotional response to the city. These three
layers always appear together and cannot be abstracted from one another.
The idea of the imagined city also emphasises the role of imaginative appropriation in the
understanding of cities. James Donald’s Imagining the Modern City offers a kind of purposeful
wandering through the complexity and discontinuities of the modern city, stressing the
emotional work that goes into lived urban experience. Donald questions whether or not
the city can be seen in terms of ‘an abstraction’ that would apply to all cities. He points to
the danger of approaching the city in terms of representation only, neglecting both the
‘thingness of the city’ and ‘the city as a state of mind’.11 Donald therefore argues that it
would be more appropriate to understand the city as an ‘imagined environment’,
‘embrac[ing] not just the cities created by the “wagging tongues” of architects, planners and
builders, sociologists and novelists, poets and politicians, but also the translation of the
places they have made into the imaginary reality of our mental life’.12 Donald goes so far as
to suggest that the imaginary and emotional aspects urban life confound the spatial
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boundaries of the city. For Donald, ‘imagination’ is both interstitial and foundational,
because it designates the ‘intersection’ between psychical space and physical environment.13
He writes:
We do not just read the city, we negotiate the reality of cities by imaging ‘the city’.
This suggests a broader lesson: that imagination precedes any distinction between
fiction and truth, between illusion and reality. It is imagination that produces
reality as it exists.14
Here, ‘the imaginary’ produces ‘reality’, taking us beyond the two poles of ‘fiction’ and
‘truth’.
The work of Lynch and Donald provides different perspectives on the images of Absolut
Cities. Lynch’s use of city-dwellers’ psychical images as references in the construction of a
legible physical environment emphasises the importance of the observer. The ‘overall
pattern’ of the city, its pre-eminent structure, is represented in the ads by the vodka bottle.
Donald points out the importance of the imagination in the negotiation of the city – this
can be understood as the construction of the bottle’s ‘encapsulated space’, its inclusions
and exclusions, its shape.
My aim with this project is to investigate the mediating role that photography can play
between the physical environment of cities and an individual’s psychical space. Both my
theoretical research and my photographic practice explore how the photographic medium
can be used to negotiate, imagine and re-work the ‘encapsulated space’ of the city, in all its
changeability, mobility and contradictoriness.
My investigation of the imagined city draws upon concepts elaborated in Jean-Paul Sartre’s
The Imaginary: A Phenomenological Psychology of the Imagination.15 Sartre argues that the process
of imagining must stay close to the experience of ‘looking’, must explain it faithfully. This
is helpful in understanding the process of ‘revealing’ the imagined city. Sartre explains that
the word ‘image’ indicates the relation of consciousness16 to the object. It is a certain way in
which the object appears to consciousness, or a certain way in which consciousness
presents to itself an object. In order to determine the characteristics of the image, it is
necessary to see what ‘reflection’ teaches us about consciousness. David Macey explains
that Sartre means by the term ‘imaginary’ ‘not a linguistic or mental picture of an object
with an objective external existence, but a form of consciousness characterised by
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intentionality. The image is produced by an imagining consciousness in a magical act that
makes apparent the object or person we are thinking about or the thing that we desire’.17
Take a cube, for example. In perception, we observe objects; which is to say that if we look
at a cube we might possibly see three of its faces together, but not six, and these three faces
are never presented as squares. How do we know it is a cube if we do not see its six faces?
Sartre explains that it is a characteristic of perception that the object never appears except
in a series of profiles, of projections. One must learn objects and multiply the possible
perspectives on them. On the other hand, if we think of the cube as a concrete concept, we
‘know’ its six faces and eight angles at the same time – we see the six faces immediately.
The totality of the cube that appears in our imagination comes from a synthesis of our
knowledge of the cube and our intention towards it. That is to say, ‘the object of
perception constantly overflows consciousness; the object of an image is never anything
more than the consciousness one has of it; it is defined by that consciousness: one can
never learn from an image what one does not know already’.18 We cannot perceive an
object as a whole, but our knowledge teaches us what an object is about. The
‘representative element’ and the ‘knowledge element’ are linked in a synthetic act in the act
of consciousness:
The correlative object of this act is therefore constituted as a concrete, sensible
object and at the same time as an object of knowledge. This results in the
paradoxical consequence that the object is present for us externally and internally
at the same time. Externally, because we observe it; internally, because it is in it
that we observe what it is.’19
However, this is not all. Sartre goes on to explain that if we consider the sheet of paper on
the table, ‘the more we look at it, the more it reveals to us of its characteristics.’20 In the
world of perception, things maintain an infinite number of relations to other things. Sartre
therefore proposes the method of ‘quasi-observation’, which refers specifically to the act of
looking – to look but not read: we are to place ourselves ‘in the attitude of observation, but it
is an observation that does not teach anything’.21 In the case of the six faces of the cube,
one must learn the cube, multiply the possible points of viewing them, make a tour of the
object.
Sartre’s proposition regarding quasi-observation is helpful when thinking about how we
might ‘negotiate’ the city simply by focusing on the act of ‘looking’. If we apply the method
of the quasi-observation to look at the images in Absolut Cities, we might look at the
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contour of the vodka bottles without reading the stereotypical images of the different
cities. We would describe the shape of the vodka bottle, to see how consciousness links the
object to mental space. This issue will be explored further in ‘Chapter Two, Projection and
Perception in What Time Is It There?’, in which I use the experience of watching the same
film in different cities to discuss the notion of the imagined city.

Surrealism: the city as the projection of psychical images
The purpose of the photographic projects in this practice-based research is to investigate
the concept of the imagined city via photographic mise en scène. Here, I will review how the
medium of photography enables the exploration of the imagined city, the space in-between
the physical environment and an individual’s psychical space. The question as to whether
or not the medium of photography can reveal psychical reality has been widely discussed in
debates on surrealism. It is important to note that even though ‘historic surrealism’ was
pronounced dead by Jean Schuster in 1969 in Le Monde, the philosophy of surrealism is still
an integral part of the modern sensibility.22 A review of the role of photography in
surrealism will suggest possible ways that the medium might be used to reveal the imagined
city.
In the Manifesto of Surrealism of 1924, André Breton described surrealism as a celebration of
the relinquishing of rational control in order to gain access to the ‘pure’ reality of the surreal. Surrealists believed in the ‘superior reality of certain forms of previously neglected
associations, in the omnipotence of dream, in the disinterested play of thought.’23 In 1926,
Man Ray introduced into La Révolution surréaliste images by Eugène Atget (Figure 1.6). Atget
was not a surrealist, but his works were used in the surrealist magazine because they
offered a space for the surrealist mise en scène of fantasy, a space for dreaming about the city.
Walker Evans stated that the poetry of Atget’s photographs was ‘not “the poetry of the
street” or “the poetry of Paris” but the projection of Atget’s person’.24 The city of Paris is
treated as the ‘background’ on which his fantasy is projected.
L’Amour Fou: Photography and Surrealism25 was an exhibition curated by Rosalind Krauss in
1985, exploring the role of photography in the surrealist movement. In the catalogue,
Rosalind Krauss and Jane Livingston position photography as the pivotal instance of the
surrealist movement, even though the medium was once the great unknown of surrealism.26
The exhibition was designed to demonstrate ‘how photographers enlisted into the service
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Figure 1.6 Man Ray introduced into La Révolution Surréaliste images by Eugène Atget in 1926.
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of “subjective” surrealism their medium’s very claim to “objective” reality. It corrects the
mistaken notion that the surrealist photograph was necessarily a “trick,” a manipulated
image.’27 Krauss attempts a re-evaluation of photography within surrealist practice,28
concluding that photography did serve many of the concerns of the surrealist movement.
One goal of surrealism was to revise the way the ‘real’ is conceived. André Breton saw
photography as an obsession with objects that reveal desire, while George Bataille dealt
with the ideas of informe and base materialism. Influenced by Sigmund Freud’s theories of
psychoanalysis and the unconscious, surrealism focused on the immediate, unmanipulated
perception and experience of the external world. By using various photographic
techniques, surrealist photographers challenged conventional understanding of the
photographic medium: photography, here, is not only a mirror or reflection of the external
world, but is also practised with the intention of realising the ‘marvellous’ in the mundane,
in order to reveal the artist’s subjective perception of reality.
For example, the technique of ‘automatic writing’ was used as a means of accessing
psychical space beyond rational thought, revealing ‘inner reality’: it was conceived as an
immediate and direct appeal to the unconscious, circumventing the processes of conscious
thought. Automatism appears in the first Manifesto of Surrealism, defined as follows:
SURREALISM, n. psychic automatism in its pure state, by which one proposes
to express – verbally, by means of the written word, or in any other manner – the
actual functioning of thought. Dictated by thought, in the absence of any control
exercised by reason, exempt from any aesthetic or moral concern.
ENCYCLOPEDIA, Philosophy. Surrealism is based on the belief in the superior
reality of certain forms of previously neglected associations, in the omnipotence
of dream, in the disinterested play of thought. It tends to ruin once and for all, all
other psychic mechanisms and to substitute itself for them in solving all the
principal problems of life.29
The automatic writing method was used to revise the conception of ‘the real’ by revealing
the inherently subjective nature of perceptions of the external world. It was conceived as
an absolute, immediate manifestation and recording of one’s unconscious or, more
precisely, as a means of capturing directly the experience of the unconscious as it erupts
into consciousness. Automatic writing was said to operate within the experience of ‘halfwaking, half-dreaming’.30 Breton explains:
After you have settled yourself in a place as favourable as possible to the
concentration of your mind upon itself, have writing materials brought to you.
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Put yourself in as passive, or receptive, a state of mind as you can. Forget about
your genius, your talents, and the talents of everyone else. Keep reminding
yourself that literature is one of the saddest roads that leads to everything. Write
quickly, without any preconceived subject, fast enough so that you will not
remember what you’re writing and be tempted to reread what you have written.
The first sentence will come spontaneously, so compelling is the truth that with
every passing second there is a sentence unknown to our consciousness which is
only crying out to be heard. It is somewhat of a problem to form an opinion
about the next sentence; it doubtless partakes both of our conscious activity and
of the other, if one agrees that the fact of having written the first entails a
minimum of perception.31
Automatic writing was to achieve the real through ‘absolute immediate approaches’, as it
were, catching the mind off-guard, subverting the logical analytical stages of the conscious
mind and allowing at least a partial entrée into the dream.
How does photography, a medium that requires many mechanical techniques, relate to the
‘absolute immediacy’ of automatism? Ian Walker discusses the relationship between
automatism and photography. He cites Breton to explain that the aim of automatism is to
make a direct record of personal experience. He writes:
There is the early remark by André Breton: ‘The invention of photography dealt
a mortal death blow to old means of expression, as much in painting as in poetry,
where automatic writing… is a veritable photography of thought.’32 For
automatic writing seemed to be the direct, unedited and unmediated workings of
the subconscious – or so the early Surrealists hoped. Breton goes on to refer to
the camera as ‘a blind instrument’, an apparently curious characterisation given
the very visual nature of the machine. What he surely means is that the camera,
unlike the human gaze, looks but it does not know or understand what it is
looking at, and it is this very ‘blindness’ which enables it without prejudice,
embellishment and, most important, artistry, to faithfully record all that comes
within its frame.33
Automatic writing, in Breton’s words, is ‘a photography of thought’. Rosalind Krauss
illustrates the concept of automatism by referring to various photographic techniques
developed by surrealist artists. Automatism implies the adoption of an intuitive attitude
towards the subject. There are some ‘unmediated’ surrealist images that are sharply focused
and detailed, but which at the same time produce a kind of grotesque atmosphere, such as
Boiffard’s untitled photographs of big toes (Figure 1.7). Some images are the result of
combination printing with a darkroom manoeuvre that ‘produces the irrational space of
what could be taken to be the image of dream’ (Figure 1.8).34 In the brûlage images (Figure
1.9), Ubac uses the darkroom technique of melting the emulsion on the negative before
printing. Ubac cannot fully control the burning of the emulsion and the results remain
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Figure 1.7 Jacques-André Boiffard, Untitled, 1929.
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Figure 1.8 Man Ray, Untitled, 1924.
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Figure 1.9 Raoul Ubac, The Battle of the Amazon (Le Combat de Penthésilées), 1939.
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open to chance, which can be seen as a form of automatism. As for Man Ray’s rayographs,
cameraless ‘photograms’,35 the object is directly and ‘automatically’ recorded through the
light source of the enlarger lens. Krauss explains that ‘the rayographs seemed like those
precipitates from the unconscious on which automatist poetic practice was founded’.36
All these photographic techniques operate according to a logic of the immediate and the
direct, where effects and results are not carefully calculated, but given over to chance. The
resulting photographs represent indexical records of their thematic objects, foregrounding
the specificity of the photographic medium. Charles Sanders Peirce explains that an index
is a sign or representation which refers to its object in the sense that ‘it is in dynamical
(including spatial) connection both with the individual object, on the one hand, and with
the senses or memory of the person for whom it serves as a sign, on the other hand.’37 In
Peirce’s semiotic theory, an index is not the direct substitute for a particular object; instead,
it offers a connection or arouses an individual’s senses or memories in relation to the
perception of an object. Pierce explains how the index concept functions in the medium of
photography:
Photographs, especially instantaneous photographs, are very instructive, because
we know that in certain respects they are exactly like the objects they represent.
But this resemblance is due to the photographs having been produced under
such circumstances that they were physically forced to correspond point by point
to nature.38
The photographic image relates indexically to its object by virtue of the optical and
chemical processes involved in its production. In the case of the surrealist photographs
described above, even though we cannot really tell what the original object is like, we still
tend to see the image as a ‘direct record’ of its object. Automatism was conceived as a
direct record of the unconscious, precluding rational, conscious thinking – just as
photography, through the operation of a mechanical instrument, directly translates its
objects onto film. Because of the indexical quality of the photographic medium, the artist
establishes a direct connection between object and image.

Mise en scène in photography
The term mise en scène, referring literally to the different components that make up a scene,
was originally used to describe different types of staging. The term has its origins in the
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theatre, and is an important concept in film studies. In Film Art,39 David Bordwell offers a
direct and simple definition:
In the original French, mise-en-scene means ‘putting into the scene’, and it was first
applied to the practice of directing plays. Film scholars, extending the term to
film direction, use the term to signify the director’s control over what appears in
the film frame. As you would expect from the term’s theatrical origins, mise-enscene includes those aspects of film that overlap with the art of the theatre: setting,
lighting, costume, and the behaviour of the figures. In controlling the mise-en-scene,
the director stages the event for the camera.40
Bordwell explains that mise en scène is often judged by the standards of realism: for example,
‘a gesture may not seem realistic because “real people don’t act that way”’.41 But notions of
realism vary across cultures and through time. Bordwell suggests that it would be better to
examine the ‘functions’ of mise en scène in films, taking into account its motivation and its
relation to other film techniques. In order to identify the possibilities of selection and
control that mise en scène offers to the filmmaker, Bordwell breaks it down into different
elements, including the setting (e.g., the decision as to whether to use an existing location
to stage the action, or to construct the set in a studio, increasing the director’s control;
decisions concerning the colour of the set; choice of props and so on); costume and
makeup; lighting (quality, direction, source and colour); the staging of movement and
acting; and the control of time and space. Importantly, mise en scène comprises all these
components, since each aspect combines with the others to create the ‘patterns’ peculiar to
a given film.
From Bordwell’s explanation of the use of mise en scène in film production, we understand
that the term generally refers to the contents of a scene and their organisation within a
frame. The function of mise en scène is to guide viewers’ attention through the process of
watching the film. All these components are directed and composed as a ‘scene’ that
indicates what the story is about. In contrast to the function of mise en scène in theatre, mise
en scène in photography and film refers not simply to staging, but also to the specific
photographic effects of the camera itself. This type of mise en scène includes all the elements
of the scene in front of the lens as well as the use of photographic techniques, such as
focus, depth of field, lighting, composition, framing, the choice of different types of film,
perspectives and point of view and so on.
It is important to note that while mise en scène represents a commonly used technique in
photography, it is not one around which any school or genre has ever formed. The
approach has been given different names, including ‘manipulated photography’,
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‘constructed photography’, ‘set-up photography’, ‘fabricated photography’ and ‘staged
photography’. Mary Warner Marien explains that this is because ‘attempts to create fictions
for the camera never acquired an accepted label’:
The lack of an overarching ‘-ism’ for staged photographs may owe to the fact
that it was not an art movement driven by a core of beliefs, but an approach that
interested image-makers with different artistic perspectives and ideological
positions. What the fabricators had in common was not a philosophy but a
methodology, and, perhaps, a boredom or anger with the limitations of
Modernist idioms.
[…]
Especially in its early years, staging was awkwardly called the ‘fabricated-to-bephotographed’ approach, meaning that a scene was composed mostly, but not
always totally, of inanimate objects. Equally ambiguous terms were also tried,
such as ‘the constructed photograph,’ which did not indicate the collage
technique, but referred to any scenes assembled for the camera.42
‘Staging’ is used as a way of ‘making’ a photographic image, with every element of the
scene being carefully considered and arranged. Among all these terms, I adopt that of
‘staged photography’ in this project for several reasons. First, the word ‘staged’ emphasises
the process of mise en scène involved in the work. In Chinese, mise en scène is translated as 場
面調度, which means ‘setting arrangement’. The word 調度 (diao-du) alludes to the
process of dispatching, sorting, collecting, scheduling, shifting and mobilising. Process is
key to mise en scène, according to its Chinese translation. The word ‘staged’ also includes this
sense of process, albeit one that has already come to an end. Second, ‘stage’ refers to the
platform on which, traditionally, a director organises an event or a story. Mise en scène in
photography relates to what A.D. Coleman calls the ‘directorial mode’. Coleman identifies
three modes of photography: documentary photography involves images depicting human social
situations and is informational; straight/pure photography is contemplative and
representational, dealing in formal, studied images and the traditional subject matter of the
graphic arts. Finally, in the directorial mode, the photographer ‘consciously and intentionally
creates events for the express purpose of making images thereof.’ Coleman explains:
The substantial distinction, then, is between treating the external world as a given,
to be altered only through photographic means (point of view, framing, printing,
etc.) en route to the final image, or rather as raw material, to be itself manipulated
as much as desired prior to the exposure of the negative.43
In the directorial mode, objects are treated as raw material, and it is the photographer’s job
to use different photographic techniques to direct, control and interpret them. The process
of altering raw materials through photographic means is a process of translation – the
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translation of a non-perspectival mental image into a two-dimensional photograph. Here,
the medium of photography is deployed for purposes of self-expression rather than to
record the appearance of the external world.
Third, the word ‘staging’ carries with it a sense of photography’s past, hence of the
technological development of the medium. The act of ‘staging’ has been part of
photographic practice from the very beginning. Because of technical limitations, most early
cameras were bulky and heavy, and the slow film made for long exposure times. Sitters
were required to hold a steady pose for lengthy periods, sometimes with their heads
steadied by a metal brace. In a sense, then, the technical limitations informing early
photographic images meant that they were almost all ‘staged’. In 2006, the National Gallery
of Canada presented the exhibition Acting the Part, Photography as Theatre, curated by Lori
Pauli. Described as ‘the first major history of staged photography’, the exhibition explored
theatricality and narrative as vital impulses driving the development of the medium, and
featured photographic works characterised above all by their narrative content, from
Hippolyte Bayard’s 1840 self-depiction as a suicide by drowning (Figure 1.10) to Cindy
Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills (Figure 1.11) of the 1970s. In the catalogue, Pauli gives an
overview of staged photographic works, from the earliest salted paper prints and
daguerreotypes to today’s digitally manipulated photographs. Many nineteenth century
staged photographs, or tableaux vivants, as they were known, show the influence of theatre,
featuring ‘figures arrayed as if frozen in place on a horizontal line across a shallow stage’44,
such as Henry Peach Robinson’s Fading Away (Figure 1.12) and Oscar Gustave Rejlander’s
Two Ways of Life (Figure 1.13). During the 1920s, the ‘staging’ approach was used by avantgarde artists such as Man Ray and Marcel Duchamp (Figure 1.14), as well as Claude Cahun
in her self-portrait in male clothing (Figure 1.15). Since that time, the advertising industry
has developed sophisticated production and storytelling techniques to promote its
products, and much advertising imagery can also be understood as a form of staged
photography (Figure 1.16). Returning to the art world, Pauli suggests that ‘the resurgence
of staged photography from the early 1960s to the present day can be seen as a kind of
reaction against the predominance of documentary or “straight” photography’.45 Staging
offers photographers/artists an important means of controlling the photographic image
and realising their intentions. Conceptual artists, as Tony Godfrey explains, have since the
1970s used photography not as a given medium, ‘but as something whose mechanisms and
use have to be analysed’.46 By using the medium of photography to execute or propose
ideas or concepts, conceptual artists have shown that photographic techniques can be
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Figure 1.10 Hippolyte Bayard, Self-Portrait as a Drowned Man, 1840.
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Figure 1.11 Cindy Sherman, Untitled #96, 1981.
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Figure 1.12 Henry Peach Robinson, Fading Away, 1858.
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Figure 1.13 Oscar Gustave Rejlander, Two Ways of Life.
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Figure 1.14 Man Ray, Rrose Sélavy, 1923.
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Figure 1.15 Claude Cahun, Self-Portrait, 1923.
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Figure 1.16 Paul Outerbridge, Jr., The Coffee Drinkers, 1939.
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applied in different contexts, as tools to express how the artist thinks and to make others
think.47
Since the 1970s, there has been a proliferation of photographic works in which artists have
adopted the strategy of ‘staging’ as both an aesthetic and as a thematic subject in its own
right (Figure 1.17- 1.20). Several exhibitions have been held under the theme. In 1979, San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art organised the exhibition Fabricated to be Photographed,
presenting the work of artists who deployed the strategy of ‘fabrication’ – mostly in the
studio – in order to exercise greater control over ‘both what they photographed, and the
light that illuminated their subjects’.48 In the catalogue Fabrications: Staged, Altered, and
Appropriated Photographs, published in 1987, Anne. H. Hoy gathered photographic tableaux,
portraits, still-life constructions and photo-collages.49 In the exhibition catalogue Constructed
Realities: The Art of Staged Photography,50 published in 1995, Michael Köhler provides an
overview of the history of photography, suggesting that under modernity the medium
adhered to the realm of ‘reality’ and ‘objectivity’, but that the aesthetic rules governing
photography are totally different in postmodern times. In the exhibition catalogue Making it
Real, published in 1997,51 Vik Muniz suggests that technical innovations in the field of
digital imaging have influenced the development of staged photography. In 2006, The
Norton Museum of Art organised the exhibition Before the Camera: Remaking Reality and the
Make-believe,52 examining the distinction between ‘taking’ and ‘making’ photographs in the
work of James Casebere, Gregory Crewdson, Thomas Demand, David Levinthal, Vik
Muniz, Cindy Sherman and Gillian Wearing.
Among these artists, I am particularly interested in works by David Levinthal and Laurie
Simmons, who photograph miniature sets populated by small toys. Since the 1980s, both
artists have become well known for making toys ‘perform’ in their photographs. The
meaning of these plastic toys becomes double-edged as a result of the photographic
staging: the innocence of a toy is used to illustrate a realm of harsh reality, in scenes that
are at once pleasant and painful.
In the works Hitler Moves East (1977-1978, Figure 1.21)53 and Mein Kampf (1993-1994, Figure
1.22), Levinthal uses hand-painted toy figures – discovered by the artist in an Austrian
toyshop – to stage a reconstruction of the historical event of the Holocaust. James Edward
Young explains that for a generation of Jewish children growing up in the 1950s, the
Holocaust was a subject of childhood fantasy perceived through the whispered terror that
still gripped their parents’ generation. Growing up in California, Levinthal’s ‘memory’ of
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Figure 1.17 Thomas Demand, Archive, 1995.
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Figure 1.18 James Casebere, Converging Hallways (from left), 1994.
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Figure 1.19 Charles Matton, Le Bureau de Sigmund Freud, 2002.
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Figure 1.20 Martina Sauter, Teppich, 2006.
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the Holocaust was ‘only and always a composite pastiche of television images, toys, and the
stories he made up during years of war play’.54 These photographs are not only about
autobiographical memories, but about memories of a past that are ultimately dependent on
television and other media. Using newspapers and documentary photographs as references,
Levinthal reconstructs the historical event, ‘directing’ the toy soldiers and building a
narrative about the impact of the Holocaust on his own life. The spectator can see the
‘artificiality’ and the ‘reality’ simultaneously, because what is staged in the images is neither
‘toys’ nor ‘Hitler’: the real subject emerges in the space between the controllable small scale
objects and the uncontrollable historical event, the unthreatening toys and threatening
reality, the artificial materiality of the plastic figures and historical fact.
Laurie Simmons creates sets that resemble the interior of dolls’ houses, and uses them to
stage shots of dolls found in a local toyshop in New York. The toys are directly involved
with childhood memories. The figures in Simmons’ photographs are plastic and their
materiality reveals their artifice. There is a pervasive claustrophobic atmosphere in
Simmons’ works (Figure 1.23-1.24):55 bright lighting enters the scenes from under doors
and through windows, but in the whole series of photographs the woman is confined to
the same room and robotically repeats the cleaning routines of domestic life– she is
imprisoned in the doll’s house. In Simmons’ works, mundane life is all about indoor
activities: cleaning, watching television, cooking, etc. Simmons explains that her works are
about the conventional memories of her generation – how people in her generation ‘see’
and ‘recall’ their childhood memories.56 Simmons’ use of artificial lighting and sets suggest
that contemporary human activities are detached from natural experiences.
For both artists, mise en scène offers a strategy for staging thematic objects, dealing with
childhood memories, and directing ready-made toys as ‘given material’, as in A.D.
Coleman’s schema. Levinthal’s interpretation of the Holocaust shows how the historical
event has left traces in him, and Simmons’ work shows the everyday domestic activities of
her childhood memories. Through photography, the toys become animate. Here,
photography provides a method of experiencing the subject matter, an opportunity to not
only project the imagination onto the miniatures, but to ‘work on’ the imagination and
sense of longing for childhood.
Although neither artist’s thematic objects are directly related to the urban, I consider their
use of mise en scène helpful when thinking through the idea of the imagined city. As
explained above, the notion of the imagined city invokes Lynch’s The Image of the City,
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Figure 1.21 David Levinthal, Hitler Moves East, 1977-1978.
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Figure 1.22 David Levinthal, Mein Kampf, 1993-1994.
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Figure 1.23 Laurie Simmons, New Bathroom/ Woman Kneeling/ Second View, 1979.
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Figure 1.24 Laurie Simmons, Purple Woman/ Kitchen/ Corner, 1979.
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which uses city-dwellers’ mental images of urban structures to define the elements of the
city, with a view to contributing to more legible and harmonious urban design. At the same
time, Lynch proposes to look at the city from a detached perspective, from a bird’s eye
view, in order to grasp its overall pattern. In the work of Levinthal and Simmons, the use
of miniature objects grants the artists control, as well as the freedom to play – and this
corresponds to my desire to investigate the imagined city from a detached position, in
order to explore the complex relationship between the physical urban environment and the
individual’s psychical images. On the other hand, the work of both artists suggests the
desire to experience the subject matter via staging and photography, which resonates with
my use of photographic mise en scène to negotiate at one and the same time the imagined city
and the physical urban environment.
The understanding of mise en scène elaborated in this thesis is congruent with ideas
developed by Régis Durand in his essay ‘Event, Trace, Intensity’57. Here Durand suggests
that photography is a ‘gaze’ that offers ‘a perception and instant grasping of a sensory
reality’, ‘an instant of visual thought’. A photographer invents the ‘real’ that the camera is
charged to restore – all images that relate to the real are mises en scène, based on a
photographer’s singular choices regarding framing, freezing, and the use of certain
photographic effects. Citing Blanchot’s term ‘there is theatre’, Durand argues that
photography is not an art of ‘immediate presence’; instead, there is a ‘lie’ in the off-screen
space. Photographic tricks and effects can create the illusion of ‘truth’, but whatever
suspicions may be entertained, we still ‘want to believe’ that photography is a witness to
truth. In both Levinthal and Simmons’ work, photographic staging techniques are used to
disrupt our sense of scale and invest the toys with an animate quality. The miniature scale
of these ready-made toys invokes a sense of intimacy, since it implies that they can be
possessed and controlled; while at the same time, we know our perspective is controlled by
the artists’ use of mise en scène, that we ‘behold someone’s look at the world, and not the
world itself’.58 In both cases, photographic mise en scène gives the artists freedom to work on
the subject matter and to manipulate spectators’ perception of scale.
In the existing literature and exhibition catalogues, most discussions of mise en scène in
photography focus on the theatrical effects of the end result. However, in his discussion of
Claude Cahun, Tacita Dean and Virginia Nimarkoh, David Bate argues not only that mise en
scène plays the crucial role in their work, but that an image is always also a matter of the mise
en scène of desire:
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Mise en scène emphasises more than just adding together elements of staging in any
literal, technical sense as 'mere technique' or a question of 'good composition'; it
is rather the basis of what constitutes the actual place and space of the image, of
what it signifies. In this sense, mise en scène offers a concept which recognises the
image as a place of work, a site of meaning and production, of precisely staging.
It offers, in a manner that does not divide form from content, the space in which
to think the question ‘What has been staged here?’59
Drawing on a psychoanalytic argument which ‘“deconstructs” that fantasy/reality
opposition by drawing attention to the activity of fantasy in everyday life experience’,60 Bate
proposes that an image is a mise en scène of desire – a site for the play of desire, and not
simply a scene for the sight of desire. Here, photographic mise en scène operates in a
mediating capacity: for a photographer, mise en scène involves the identification of a site to
work on desire through different ways of 'staging'; and for a spectator, it is the act of
identification through which one reads and interprets the photograph. At the same time as
a photograph represents the result of mise en scène, a ‘site’ for the play of desire, it is
important to consider the process through which the work is constructed. This is the process
of structuring an individual’s imagination and desires; and here, what is at issue is not a
matter of ‘original content’, but of a particular structuring of representations and narratives,
a rhetoric of mise en scène, through which the fantasies are made manifest.
This thesis starts from the proposition that mise en scène represents a ‘site for the play of
desire’, and uses mise en scène as a strategy to explore and negotiate the imagined city.
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Introduction
This chapter investigates the notion of the imagined city through an account of the
experience of viewing the film What Time Is It There?, directed by Tsai Ming-Liang1 in 2001.
This film tells two parallel stories, set in Taipei and Paris: one follows the street vendor
Lee, who sells watches on the skywalk in Taipei; the other tells the story of Chen, a woman
who buys a watch from Lee before travelling to Paris. This brief encounter triggers a desire
in Lee to experience Paris in the heart of Taipei. He sets all his watches and clocks to Paris
time, searches out films shot in Paris, drinks wine and begins his ‘imagined’ Parisian life.
In What Time Is It There? the two cities figure as both physical environments and space of
the character’s imaginings. The city provides the film with its background: the streets
become a stage on which the story is directed, and once the scenes are shot and edited, the
images of cities are ‘fixed’ in the film. I have seen the film twice, the first time in a cinema
in Taipei, the second my room in Paris, on DVD. I found my perception of the film being
mediated by where I watched the film, at the same time as my experience of the physical
environment of these two cities was being mediated by the images in the film.
In Some Cities, Victor Burgin writes about the complex relationship between an individual
and a city:
Our relations with cities are like our relations with people. We love them, hate
them, or are indifferent toward them. On our first day in a city that is new to us,
we go looking for the city. We go down this street, around that corner. We are
aware of the faces of passers-by. But the city eludes us, and we become uncertain
whether we are looking for a city, or a person.
We cannot know a ‘city’, only those of its places we come to frequent. Aspects of
a city may be revealed to us only as we leave it forever, just as people who have
been intimates for many years may glimpse certain aspects of each other only in
the moment they part. Remembering the cities we have left, we recall only certain
times spent in certain places. Places we almost never think of when we are awake
may repeatedly return in our dreams. The most persistent of these are places we
did not choose – those of our childhood.2
The images one possesses of a city mix up the physical environment with personal
interpretations and memories, while at the same time emotional responses to cities reveal
one’s inner self, one’s fears and desires. While watching What Time Is It There?, my
perception of the two cities was influenced by various factors: the plot of the film, the
actors and actress who feature in it, my experience of watching the same film in different
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cities, and my memories of both Taipei and Paris. In the following discussion, I will use
these subjective experiences as a starting point to explore what I have been calling the
imagined city, which is at one and the same time the city that is presented in the film, the city
of my memory, and the city that I inhabit. What are the images of the cities Taipei and
Paris? How to depict these images? Using my own subjective experience as a reference
point, I hope to show how the imagined city, as a set of ‘complex’ images, impinges on the
encounter with the physical city.

What Time Is It There? (2001, Tsai Ming-Liang)
Tsai Ming-Liang established his narrative themes of urban alienation and isolation in the
city of Taipei with the early work Rebels of the Neon God (1992).3 Characterised by static long
shots that allow objective observation of the characters’ behaviour, Tsai’s films deal with
the concept of time, in relation to both film and reality. The passing of time within Tsai’s
films intersects with the time of their making, creating parallel realities. For example, Tsai’s
narratives mostly concern members of the same fractured nuclear family, consisting of son
(played by Lee Kang-Sheng), mother (Lu Yi-Ching), and father (Miao Tien). The passage
of actual time between the consecutive films is indicated by the organisation of domestic
space: while the rooms themselves remain the same, furniture is rearranged, the décor
changes, even the ‘fish’ grows bigger over the years. The passing of actor Miao Tien in
2005 is reflected in the absence of the father in What Time Is It There?, and the
disappearance of Taipei landmarks, such as the skywalk near central station, or a famous
video street vendor,4 are also marked in the films.
In What Time Is It There?, the son, Lee, working as a street vendor selling watches on the
skywalk, is barely coping with his father’s death and his mother’s grief. A few days after his
father’s death, he meets a young woman, Chen Shiang-Chyi, who is leaving for Paris the
very next day. Chen requires a dual-time watch for the purpose of seeing Taipei and Paris
time simultaneously, but Lee has none in stock – apart from the one that he wears himself.
Chen insists on buying Lee’s watch but Lee is hesitant, because of the superstition that the
possessions of one who is mourning bring bad luck to others.
However, in the face of Chen’s persuasion, Lee reluctantly sells his own dual-time watch.
This brief encounter instills in Lee a yearning for the foreign. He develops an obsessive
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Image of Taipei from What Time Is It There?.

Image of Paris from What Time Is It There?.
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parallelism, living Paris imaginatively in the city of Taipei, systematically resetting all the
clocks around him to Paris time, seven hours behind Taipei. He drinks red wine. He
searches out ‘Parisian films’, and, on the recommendation of another street vendor,
watches Francois Truffaut’s Les Quatre Cents Coups (1959) again and again.
Meanwhile, Lee’s emotionally devastated mother finds that the clocks in the house have all
been mysteriously set back by seven hours. She attempts to induce her dead husband’s
spirit to return to the family through a series of increasingly elaborate measures: she keeps
checking the ‘Yin-Yang water’, prepared and blessed by a traditional priest for her
husband’s spirit to drink; she reorganises her daily routine and lives seven hours behind,
according to the clock that she believes indicates her dead husband’s schedule; she stops
Lee from killing a cockroach because it might be her resurrected husband; she invites his
spirit to sit down to a meal of roast duck with her and Lee; she claims that her dead
husband is ‘afraid of the light’, and so blacks out all the windows with blankets.
Meanwhile, in Paris, Chen, the woman who bought the watch from Lee, is a picture of
loneliness. She wanders through Parisian cafés and Métro stations, longing for contact with
random strangers. As a total outsider who does not speak French, she cannot enjoy this
‘romantic’ city. She has difficulty ordering a meal in a restaurant, cannot understand the
announcement on the Métro, fears the strange footsteps that she hears in the hotel, and is
terrified by an outrageous Parisian in a telephone booth. Lingering outdoors, she sits on a
bench in a cemetery where a Frenchman (Jean-Pierre Leaud, who performed in Les Quatre
Cents Coups 40 years ago) kindly offers her his telephone number.
In the middle section of What Time Is It There?, images of the three characters are cross-cut:
Lee’s days at work and sleepless nights at home, the mother Lu’s escalating obsession with
of her dead husband’s sprit, and Chen’s lonely sojourn in Paris. The three characters
wander their cities, alienated by time differences, cultural conflicts and the boundary
between life and death.

Watching the film in a cinema in Taipei and on a DVD in Paris
I first watched What Time Is It There? in a cinema in Taipei, before I had visited any
European cities. I remember the experience of watching the film in the cinema – the
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The first scene of What Time Is It There? In the next scene we realise that
the father has passed away, in parallel with the real passing of the actor
Miao Tien, who plays the father in most of Tsai’s films.

Lee’s mother is paralysed by grief, and she projects her longing onto the
fish. The same fish, which has grown larger here, appears in most of
Tsai’s films.
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Chen buys a dual-time watch from Lee before travelling to Paris. This
skywalk, which was in front of the Main Station in Taipei, was demolished in 2004. Tsai uses the same location in his next film, The Skywalk is
Gone (2002).

Film still from The Skywalk is Gone (2002). This is a 25-minute film that
picks up where What Time Is It There? left off. Chen, who has just
returned to Taipei from Paris, finds that the skywalk and the watch
vendor have disappeared.
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In the second scene in What Time Is It There?, Lee says, ‘Dad, we are
going through the tunnel. You have to follow us, OK?’ The audience
then realises that the father, played by the actor Miao Tien, has passed
away.

Lee goes to the well-known video stall and searches for something ‘on
Paris’. This pirate video stall has now disappeared in reality.
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Lee starts to reset all the clocks around him to Paris time, seven hours
behind Taipei.

Drinking wine on the skywalk near Taipei’s Main Station, Lee is performing his own ‘Parisian life’.
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Lee’s emotionally devastated mother finds that all clocks in the house
have been mysteriously put back by seven hours, and she believes that
her dead husband’s spirit has returned to the family. She asks the priest
to pray for him.

The priest tells the mother, ‘This is Yin-Yang water. It’s a blend of
half-cold water, half-boiled water. I cast a spell on it. I place it on the
altar. If he comes back, he’ll drink it. Observe the water-level, and you
will know.’
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The mother keeps praying in front of the altar, checking the level of the
Yin-Yang water, and preparing the father’s favourite meals.

The mother claims that her dead husband is afraid of the light, so she
blocks out all the windows with blankets to prevent daylight from
coming in.
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In Paris, Chen is a picture of loneliness, wandering through cafés and
Métro stations.

As a total foreigner who does not speak French, Chen has difficulties
ordering meals in restaurants.
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Chen’s alienated presence on the crowded Paris Métro.

Chen cries and sleeps in the park.
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darkness of the space, the enormous seats, the obscure mass of other bodies, the big screen
– the light of the projector shining in the darkness - ‘the entrance, the exit’5 to another
time and space. The Taipei scenes in the film were familiar to me; some of the scenarios
corresponded to my perception of Taipei, others I did not recognise at all. At that time,
Truffaut’s Les Quatre Cents Coups played an important role in moulding my image of Paris.
Lee watches Les Quartre Cents Coups in order to get to know the city: the sequence of images
showing little Antoine (played by Jean-Pierre Léaud) on the fairground ride and stealing a
bottle of milk. The film provides Lee with the material required to create his ‘Parisian life’
and fulfill his desire for the wondrous Chen. Meanwhile, in Paris, Chen meets the French
man who kindly offers Chen his telephone number when she sits in the cemetery. This
man is Jean-Pierre Léaud, who played little Antoine in Les Quatre Cents Coups forty years
previously. This interesting connection between the Léaud of Les Quartre Cents Coups and
the Léaud of ‘today’ provided me with another ‘imagining’ of the city of Paris. Truffaut’s
film not only offers Lee the ‘idea’ of Paris, but also fulfills my own fantasy of the city.
Seeing the images of Paris in Les Quartre Cents Coups and What Time Is It There? made the city
more real for me.
The second time I watched the film was in Paris in 2008. By then, I already had the
experience of travelling and living in London and Paris. Watching What Time Is It There? on
DVD in my room in Paris, it occurred to me that the same story provoked very different
sensations: a sense of familiarity as regards the scenes of Paris, since these were part of my
everyday experience, and nostalgia and a sense of foreignness in relation to the scenes of
Taipei, my hometown, now physically distant from me. I realised that the film had started a
dialogue in my mind, between the Taipei of the film, my remembered Taipei, the Paris I
imagined when first watching the film in Taipei, and the Paris I inhabited physically at that
moment. I saw both cities twice over, in the film and in my memory. The area where the
Taipei scenes were shot used to be prosperous and busy but has declined over the years. I
have a personal attachment to this area and I knew of its decline, but these stories of its
characters’ isolation and alienation, experienced so far away in Paris, stoked my sense of
longing for the place. I did not see the filmic images in front of the eyes: images in my
psychical space overrode the actual appearance of the images on my retina. The sound of
the film, the familiarity of the Mandarin language, had taken over the room and
reawakened my longing for my hometown – my awareness had been transported to
another space, an imagined city, which was situated neither in Paris nor Taipei. However,
when the film ended, my surroundings brought me back to reality – I was in Paris, this was
‘my room’ in Paris, nowhere else.
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My images of cities became complex when watching What Time Is It There? Take the images
of Taipei, for example. I knew that the story was set in Taipei. I have my ‘images’ of Taipei,
which are truly personal; while at the same time I see the image of Taipei that is created by
Tsai in the course of telling his story. Some of his ‘staginess’ fits well with the images I
have of Taipei. Some scenes in the film are not compatible with my memories, but I can
still acknowledge them. Tsai’s interpretation of Taipei, his images of the city, may or may
not correspond to my impressions; but, as a spectator, I can always find images inside my
mind that respond to the Taipei that he has directed, whether they are distorted or not. The
images of Taipei make themselves present to me in various forms. In The Imaginary: A
Phenomenological Psychology of the Imagination, Jean-Paul Sartre asks how the objects we call
‘images’ reflect on us. He uses his recollection of his friend Pierre as an example. When
trying to ‘remember’ Pierre’s face, he produces a certain ‘imaged’ consciousness of Pierre.
Pierre is the ‘object’ of his current consciousness and he can give a description of the
object as it appears to him as imaged, and imperfectly attained: ‘some details are lacking,
others are suspect, the whole is rather blurred.’6 He then finds a ‘portrait’ of Pierre, which
provides a great deal of information and detail, renders perfectly the external characteristics
of Pierre’s face, but for all that ‘lacks life’. He also finds a ‘caricature’ of Pierre, which
exaggerates certain facial features, but which possesses ‘life’. Sartre writes:
Mental representation, photography, caricature: these three very different realities
appear, in our example, as three stages of the same process, three moments of a
unique act. From beginning to end, the aim is the same: to make present the face
of Pierre, who is not there.7
The first image of Pierre is a ‘mental image’, and the other two images, the portrait and the
caricature, are ‘things’. Sartre explains that the mental image acquires meaning only from
the intention that animates it, but the portrait and the caricature come to fulfill his
intention. From start to finish, Sartre does not see Pierre as present, but tries to invoke the
presence of Pierre via these images. For Sartre, there are no mental images in the
consciousness: instead, it is ‘consciousness’ that relates the object to the mental space.
These three different realities reveal the face of Pierre in different ways – the three cases
are parallel, they provide three different approaches to the image of Pierre.
Sartre’s identification of the three types of image is helpful here in examining my images of
cities while watching What Time Is It There? I see layers of pictures. The first layer is the
‘Taipei scene’ that is directed so as to tell a story. The streets of Taipei city become a
theatre where the story takes place. Such an image is like Sartre’s portrait of Pierre, which
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Lee watches Francois Truffaut’s Les Quatre Cents Coups (1959), which was
shot in Paris.

This scene from Les Quatre Cents Coups, in which Antoine steals a bottle
of milk, takes over the frame of What Time Is It There?.
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Lingering outdoors, Chen sits on a bench in a cemetery where a French
man (Jean-Pierre Léaud, who performed in Les Quatre Cents Coups 40
years previously) kindly offers her his telephone number.
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provides information for the viewer to observe and read. I also see different images of
Paris in the film. For example, the director’s citation of Truffaut’s Les Quatre Cents Coups
represents the characters’ longing and imagination. We see Hsiao-Kang watching the
sequence in which Jean-Pierre Léaud’s Antoine rides on the fairground graviton machine.
Later, we watch Truffaut’s film from Hsiao Kang’s point of view: the scene where little
Antoine steals a bottle of milk takes over Tsai’s frame. In Paris, Shiang-Chyi meets the
now-elderly Léaud while wandering in a cemetery. Tsai borrows the images from Les Quatre
Cents Coups to draw the line between the imagined and the real, the present and the past:
the little Antoine lives in the film Les Quatre Cents Coups, and the actor Jean-Pierre Léaud is
now aged and lives in another Paris.
These images are composite and various, but what is their essence? Sartre’s theory of the
image refers to the relation of consciousness to the object – it is a relationship, a certain
manner in which the object makes its appearance before the consciousness. The conscious
being can approach the object from various angles, can contemplate it, question it, and
describe it in a number of ways. Here, I shall ‘explain’ and ‘describe’ my experience of the
film, in order to reveal the essence of the images, the imagined city.

Experiencing the imagined cities of What Time Is It There?
It is important to note that technology intervenes in the experience of watching a film. The
‘traditional way’ of watching film in the cinema gives each spectator the same conditions of
experience – the darkness of the cinema, the projection onto the screen, and the
anonymous audience. Each spectator might have a different interpretation of the film, but
everyone is placed in the same physical context. Now, with new technologies such as DVD
(Digital Video Disc) and AV (Audio-Visual) files, the same film can be viewed via various
forms of display. Control has been given to the spectators: one can now take charge of
moving images, repeat them, fast-forward them, reverse them or slow them down, or even
plot a sequence according to personal preferences. Victor Burgin suggests that the
experience of a film is not only about the plot itself, because ‘the distribution of industrially
produced films on videotapes puts the material substrate of the narrative into the hands of
the audience’.8 New technologies offer the spectator various ways of perceiving the film,
and the film experience is multiplied. A ‘film’ may be encountered through posters,
advertisements, trailers, newspaper reviews and so on. Therefore, the spectator may already
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be familiar with a film before seeing it, because its ‘metonymic fragments’ are already
collected in the memory. Burgin uses the term ‘cinematic heterotopia’ to describe the set of
substances existing in real external space together with the elements of psychical reality, the
fantasy:
What we may call the ‘cinematic heterotopia’ is constituted across the variously
virtual spaces in which we encounter displaced pieces of films: the Internet, the
media and so on, but also the psychical space of a spectating subject that
Baudelaire first identified as ‘a kaleidoscope equipped with consciousness’.9
The cinematic heterotopia is made up of the spectator’s different experiences of films –
not only of material substances such as trailers or advertisements, but also of the
association of psychical images through which one relates personally to the film. The
experience of looking at a film is a fluid one, wherein what the spectator sees in front of
her eyes intermingles and overlaps with, or exchanges itself for, the images of psychical
space.
Here I will relate my own experience of the ‘cinematic heterotopia’. Watching the film in
my room in Paris, the sound of the Taipei scenes evoked past memories that gave me the
illusion of actually being in that city. I perceived the images displayed on the laptop, and
was aware that these images were coming from the DVD. Watching the DVD in my room
in Paris, the film was converted into an ‘enclosed world’ that occupied the physical
environment. I saw the image of Taipei in my memory, I saw the image of Taipei in the
film, I saw images on the laptop screen that interacted with my presence, my room in Paris.
Being aware of the filmic images on the laptop screen, I noticed that my perception of the
film had actually been influenced by a function of the DVD – the subtitles. In What Time Is
It There? we can hear four different languages: Taiwanese, Mandarin, English and French;
whereas the subtitles on the DVD are in English. This situation allows interesting
connections to be made between the spoken dialogue and the subtitles. When Mandarin is
used, which is my mother language, I could easily grasp the metaphorical use of language. I
observed the interpretation and translation of Mandarin dialogue into English, and some
translations I disagreed with, so that sometimes the translation I perceived on screen did
not correspond with that which I perceived in my mind. When it came to Taiwanese, the
dialect of my home country, the situation became even more complex: I read English with
my eyes, heard Taiwanese with my ears, and decoded them simultaneously into Mandarin
in my mind. As for French, a language I do not understand, I had to rely totally on the
English subtitles.
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Nevertheless, the English subtitles were a constant reminder that I was in a foreign
country, even though the Taipei scenes were very familiar to me. The process of decoding
verbal language and subtitles is complex, and such translation awakens ‘inner speech’. In
this case, the language in which I might think or perceive is neither Taiwanese nor
Mandarin, neither English nor French, but a language none of whose words is known to
me. Instead, my inner speech takes me on an excursion of its own. The complex process of
decoding and translating verbal language and subtitles highlighted the essential kernel of
inner speech, while at the same time personal memories and fantasies were aroused during
the process, along with various sounds from the surroundings and corresponding to the
kernel of the narrative, the essential perception.
When Victor Burgin talks about inner speech, he invokes Roland Barthes’ experience of
hearing a sound while ‘half asleep on a banquette in a bar’.10 This situation of being ‘half
asleep’ in a public space, this hypnagogic state, is similar to my filmic experience of the
verbal languages and subtitles. Barthes writes:
And within me too that spoke (it is well known), and this speech called ‘interior’
very much resembled the noise of the market-place, this spacing of little voices
that came to me from outside: I myself was a public place, a souk; the words
passed through me, small syntagms, ends of formulae, and no sentence formed, as if
that were the very law of this language.11
It is not necessary to enumerate all the languages Barthes heard in the bar, because all these
sounds/languages were fragmented into small syntagms that passed through him – no
sentence was formed, no structure was needed. Burgin suggests that Barthes might be
alluding to the Russian linguist Lev Vygotsky’s concept of inner speech. According to
Vygotsky, in inner speech a single word is ‘so saturated with sense that many words would
be required to explain it in external speech’.12 Vygotsky refers to ‘that same mechanism that
Freud terms “condensation”, that which renders the dream “laconic” in comparison to the
wealth of dream-thoughts.’13 The oneiric aspect of the cinematic heterotopia is a matter not
only of form but of content. Burgin therefore comments on Barthes’ experience:
Barthes on the banquette compares his inner ‘souk’ with the noise of his
immediately external surroundings, and the two together form a unitary field. In
addition to the determinations of what Barthes elsewhere calls the ‘already read’
and ‘already seen’,14 personal memories and fantasies will provide the narrative
kernels and principles of organization of any more or less coherent structures
that emerge within this field. Jean Laplanche speaks of memory and fantasy as a
‘time of the human subject’ that the individual ‘secretes’ independently of
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historical time. Temporal ‘secretions’ very often combine memories and fantasies
with material from films and other media sources.15
The process by which external noises ‘pass through’ the mind is one of extraction: the
narrative kernel ‘filters’ the essence of the sound and perceives it in the psychical space. In
my case, my inner speech may be diverted or dominated by Taiwanese, Mandarin, French
or English, but they will finally reach the same point at a certain level. The condensed,
essential part – inner speech – can be transformed into various forms or even different
languages, but the fundamental entity remains unchanged. It is not only about the content
and form of the language, but also about how familiar one is with the language. All my
perceptions of the different languages, familiar and foreign, are mixed and tangled together,
and make up ‘my’ version of the film. This inner speech, as the essence of language, forms
the starting point, in my psychical reality, guides my perception of the films. The English
subtitles function as more than a textual version of the dialogue displayed at the bottom of
the screen; they add different senses to the filmic content, the sense of foreignness or the
sense of nostalgia, reminding me of my personal relation to the physical environment.
When the mind travels between different languages, one approaches the same subject with
different linguistic interpretations.
Another factor that aroused personal associations was the story of the female character,
Chen. Chen leaving for the foreign city of Paris recalled my own experiences of travelling:
her hesitancy in the face of an unfamiliar environment reminded me of the first day I
arrived in London; the scene where she first meets the Hong Kong tourist reminded me of
the first Japanese friend that I made. She sets the Taipei time on her dual-time watch, as I
kept the Taipei time on my mobile, because it provides a sense of security. Her alien face in
the Paris metro station even took me back to my first experience of getting lost between
New Cross and New Cross Gate Station in South East London. I could see the parallels
between my own experiences and Chen’s story.
It was through identification that I developed empathy with Chen: I used my own
memories to replace, to explain, to engrave, and even substitute my story for hers.
Identification, as Victor Burgin notes, is ‘the privileged mechanism by which other histories
and memories become our own.’16 I identified my experience in London as those of Chen
in Paris. I saw the similarities between us: our experience of being lost in language, our
uncertainty in a new city, and our obsession with ‘Taipei Time’. I identified myself with
Chen since we are both from Taipei and of similar age; I projected myself upon the
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Shiang-Chyi finally meets a woman from Hong Kong, reminding me of
my first friend in London, a Japanese girl.
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character Chen because my memories of those days in London were revealed through her
stories. In short, I started to read Chen’s story through my own experience. Laplanche and
Pontalis explain the term ‘identification’ as follows:
[A] psychological process whereby the subject assimilates an aspect, property or
attribute of the other and is transformed, wholly or partially, after the model the
other provides. It is by means of a series of identifications that the personality is
constituted and specified.17
Through identification, the spectator recognises the parts he or she holds in common with
the character, thereby building up a relationship with the story. Such similarities are the
result of the subjective choices that transform others’ experiences into one’s own,
dramatising ordinary life. Identification will also be determined by whether or not the
spectator finds the character likeable. Take my identification with Chen, for example:
would I still identify with her story if the plot was not about an Asian woman who goes to
a European city, even if the plot remained the same? Would I project myself upon the
story if it were a male character who went to Paris, and would I still find similarities if Chen
went to another city? Or, if the role of Chen was performed by an actress that I dislike,
would I be willing to relate to her? Sartre discusses an impersonation of Maurice Chevalier
by the music hall artiste Franconay.18 When he assesses the imitation, he would think ‘it is
really him’, or ‘it is lacking’. The name ‘Maurice Chevalier’ does not need to be mentioned,
because there are a large number of signs that build up the image of Chevalier. Viewers
need only draw on them. Mary Warnock explains that ‘We arrive in the end in a kind of
state between perception and imagination; for we still see the real Franconay, but we see her
as Maurice Chevalier, and in some ways we are affected by her as we would be affected by
him.’19 In my case, I identify with the character Chen because of various factors, and such
identification is an active procedure. The mechanism of identification reveals how images
have left traces in my memory: these are the images that really stimulate and mediate my
perception the film.

The imagined city as transitional phenomenon
In the discussion up to this point, all my complex perceptions were triggered by the
experience of seeing the film on DVD in my room in Paris. The same film is perceived in
different ways depending on whether it is seen in a cinema, on a TV screen, on a hometheatre projector or on a laptop. To see the film again was not to review the filmic narrative
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itself, but to revisit memories of when I first saw the film. Before physically visiting any
European cities, I had a fantasy of ‘Paris’, constituted by all the images I encountered: from
films, the internet, books, postcards, etc. Watching What Time Is It There? in Taipei, I was
provided with specific references to help me imagine ‘Paris’. What I perceived through
Chen’s story were the images of ‘Paris’, not her isolated experience of the city. I did not
relate myself to her. Therefore, when seeing the film for the second time, I felt nostalgic
because I was reminded of the time I used to fantasise about the city. This ‘Paris’ of my
memory, the memory of my fantasy of Paris, is different from the Paris I lived as a physical
environment. The film had become a ‘souvenir’ which secreted and stored compound
filmic experiences: where it was seen, how, under what circumstances.
In other words, there is a ‘Paris’ of my remembered fantasy, the ‘Paris’ I desired when
watching the film in Taipei, and it is not the Paris that I encountered in the everyday, nor
the Paris that featured in the film. This is the Paris that can only be retraced by repeating
my memories, which can be accomplished by watching the film again. In The Language of
Psychoanalysis, Laplanche and Pontalis define fantasy as an ‘imaginary scene in which the
subject is a protagonist, representing the fulfilment of a wish (in the last analysis, an
unconscious wish) in a manner that is distorted to a greater or lesser extent by defensive
process’20. What is the defensive process here? It is because the fantasy is unfixed and
mobile that it cannot be ‘represented’ in its original form. What is at issue here is not the
original content. Fantasy refers to a subject’s psychical reality, which ‘denotes a nucleus
within that domain which is heterogeneous and resistant and which is alone in being truly
“real” as compared with the majority of psychical phenomena.’21 Psychical reality does not
have a concrete form, even if it is claimed as ‘real’ when compared with the majority of
psychical phenomena. Laplanche and Pontalis link fantasy with the notion of desire:
In so far as desire is articulated in this way through phantasy, phantasy is also the
locus of defensive operations: it facilitates the most primitive of defence
processes, such as turning round upon the subject’s own self, reversal into the
opposite, negation and projection. Such defences are themselves inseparably
bound up with the primary function of phantasy, namely the mise-en-scène of
desire – a mise-en-scène in which what is prohibited (l’interdit) is always present in the
actual formation of the wish.
The term fantasy has to be distinguished from imagination and reality (perception): it is a
‘purely illusory production which cannot be sustained when it is confronted with a correct
apprehension of reality.’22 For Freud, the internal world tends towards ‘satisfaction by
means of illusion, against an outside world which gradually imposes the reality principle
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upon the subject through the mediation of the perceptual system.’23 Psychical reality is not
simply synonymous with the internal world: it is heterogeneous and truly ‘real’ compared
with the majority of psychical phenomena. Watching the film again in Paris, then, my
memories of the Paris I had fantasised were triggered. There was the physical environment
of Paris, the Paris of my psychical space, and another Paris that existed in an intermediate
space, the in-between, the ‘imagined city’.
Psychologist D.W. Winnicott’s concept of transitional phenomena can be used as a port of
entry into this idea of the imagined city. In his celebrated work Playing and Reality,24
Winnicott discusses the origins and development of creativity. Strictly speaking, transitional
phenomena belong to a very early stage of a child’s life, when it becomes aware of its
separation from the maternal body.25 The notion is central to the conceptual framework
that Winnicott uses to chart the course of the development of the self, which he locates
firmly and inextricably in the context of maternal care and the wider world. From birth, the
‘good-enough’ mother’s responsiveness affords the infant an experience of nearomnipotence: the illusion that her breast is part of the infant, under the baby’s ‘magical
control’. However, as the infant grows, the mother’s eventual task is gradually to disillusion
the infant, because she has no hope of maintaining the illusion. Winnicott writes:
From birth, therefore, the human being is concerned with the problem of the
relationship between what is objectively perceived and what is subjectively
conceived of, and in the solution of this problem there is no health for the
human being who has not been started off well enough by the mother. The
intermediate area to which I am referring is the area that is allowed to the infant between
primary creativity and objective perception based on reality testing. The transitional
phenomena represent the early stages of the use of illusion, without which there
is no meaning for the human being in the idea of a relationship with an object
that is perceived by others as external to that being.26
The transitional phenomena and transitional object ‘belong to the realm of illusion, which
is at the basis of the initiation of experience’.27 The transitional phenomenon is part of
journey for the infant towards ‘experiencing’. The transitional object is vital to the infant’s
capacity to cope with emotions such as anxiety (especially anxiety of a depressive type)
when going to sleep. This transitional object is neither internal nor external: it is an illusion
that allows room for ‘the process of becoming able to accept difference and similarity’.28
The importance of the transitional object does not depend on its functional value, but on
its ‘effect’: it can be a blanket, a soft toy or any other preferred object, as long as the infant
has ‘continuity of experience’ in relation to the object. It is important that parents maintain
the original state of the object, once its value has been established: for example, if a blanket
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is washed, it represents a break in the continuity of the infant’s experience. The transitional
object is an intermediate object between an infant and the mother, which gives the infant
the illusion that there is an external reality that corresponds to the infant’s transitional object
that is still a possession. Neither an internal object or an external object, the transitional
object represents a bridge to the outside world, softening the process of disillusion and
fostering the development of a shared reality. Transitional phenomena, meanwhile,
represent a ‘space of illusion’ offering the infant a sense of security and possession.
Winnicott’s concept of transitional phenomena and transitional objects provides a practical
paradigm to understand my perception of the imagined city while watching What Time Is It
There? Images of Paris in the film can be understood as a transitional object, an illusion
situated in the intermediate area between my memories, stored and preserved in the film,
and the Paris whose physical environment I inhabited. The images of Paris in the film
offered footnotes that could be extended into different contexts: I saw not only the filmic
images but also my experience of the film, multiple layers of interpretations that enriched
and intensified the filmic images. These multi-layered perceptions intermingled with my
images of cities, mediating my experience of the imagined city. My perception of the film
was diverted from the original content, my personal memories inflecting the teeming
multiplicity of perception, fulfilling my desires. Two cities are shown in the film: Taipei and
Paris. There is the physical environment of Paris. There is the Paris of my memory, the
Paris that I imagined before physically visiting the city. Watching What Time Is It There? the
desire to revisit my memories of the city that I fantasised was fulfilled, which came to
influence how I confronted the physical environment. The images of Paris in What Time Is
It There? became a transitional object, acting as the illusion that embodied all my memories,
desire and fantasies.

Conclusion
The experiences discussed in this chapter have informed the strategy of mise en scène
deployed in my photographic investigations of the imagined city. I have described, first of
all, how the experience of seeing the same film in different cities first drew me into the
imagined city. Dislocation inflected my filmic experience: my personal fantasy (the ‘Paris’ I
fantasised while watching the film in Taipei) and memories (the memories of how I used to
fantasise Taipei) provided the narrative kernel of my perception of the film. Second,
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personal memories were awakened by viewing the film. My experience of living in different
cities enriched my perception of the film. Here, the DVD became not only a vehicle for
the film, but also a souvenir that evoked memories and embodied past experiences. The
film functioned as a trigger that set off chains of association; consciousness became an
endless series of associative thoughts, intensifying certain aspects of the film as it integrated
it with my memories. For example, my identification with the character Chen changed how
I saw the film. I invested empathy and sympathy in the character because of my memories.
All these associations engraved another psychical map onto the physical environment.
Third, the images of cities appeared as fluid phenomena that now became associated with
the film plot. For example, the city of Taipei appeared to me in various ways: as the
backdrop against which the film’s narrative played out, as the hometown that I recalled and
longed for, and as city that confronted me as something foreign.
This chapter has concluded by presenting the imagined city as an intermediate space,
constantly moving back and forth between the images of the film and the images of
memory. Winnicott’s concept of the transitional phenomena has been used to explain this
experience of intermediacy, of the way that memories transfer themselves onto and alter
the cities of the film. If we consider the imagined city as a transitional object, the notion of
‘play’ offers a way of thinking about mise en scène in photography. Winnicott argues that play
has a place and a time. He suggests:
It is not inside by any use of the word. […] Nor is it outside, that is to say, it is not
a part of the repudiated world, the not-me, that which the individual has decided
to recognise (with whatever difficulty and even pain) as truly external, which is
outside magical control. To control what is outside, one has to do things, not
simply to think or to wish, and doing things takes time. Playing is doing.29
According to Winnicott, the child’s play can be thought of as the equivalent of adult
concentration. Playing is not inner psychic reality. It is situated outside the individual but
not in the external world. It is a place in between that might be considered a holding place.
Play provides a temporary means of stepping outside of ordinary life. One may also draw
on Sartre’s concept of the imaginary and the method of quasi-observation, discussed in
Chapter One.30 Jonathan Webber explains that in the imagination, matter is experienced as
possessing a sense borrowed from some other object: ‘we do not perceive the matter as
having that sense, but rather imagine the other object’.31 For example, ‘a child does not
misperceive a hobby-horse as a horse, but imagines a horse by using the hobby-horse as a
prop. A photograph is not confused with the thing it is a photograph of, but that thing is
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imagined through photography’.32 In the photographic investigation that follows, I have
practiced mise en scène as a kind of play, an activity constrained by rules but at the same time
embodying the quality of freedom.
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Project A
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Goodbye, Goodbye Dragon Inn
inkjet prints, 30 x 40 cm
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In this project, I adopt mise en scène as a photographic strategy for revealing
images buried in Tsai Ming-Liang’s film, Goodbye Dragon Inn (2003).
I see three layers of pictures in Goodbye Dragon Inn. The first relates to a scene in
the famous martial arts film Dragon Inn (1966) by King Hu. The scene of
swordplay is set in 1457 A.D. during the Ming Dynasty. Two men are fighting on
screen, while the narrator explains the historical background to the story.
The second layer consists of images from Goodbye Dragon Inn (2003) by Tsai
Ming-Liang. The key roles are played by actors Lee Kang-Sheng, Miao Tien and
Chen Shiang-Chyi, all of whom also appeared in Tsai’s previous film What Time Is
It There? The story is about the run-down Fu-Ho cinema in Taipei, where, on the
very last night of business, the classic martial arts film Dragon Inn is screened. The
film begins with images taken from Dragon Inn, before revealing that the story
takes place in a quiet but packed-out cinema. Chen plays a crippled ticket
woman, sitting in her small and dim cashier’s booth. She holds a pink Chinese
pancake, symbolising blessings and good fortune. She carefully cuts it in half,
hobbles up and down the back hallways, opens and closes doors, searching all
the while for the absent projectionist, Lee. When a Japanese tourist enters the
story shortly thereafter, it appears that there are actually only a few audiencemembers in the movie theatre – and rather than watching the film, they seem
more interested in smoking, eating, wandering around and cruising. At the end of
the story, two familiar faces are shown concentrating on the film: the actors Miao
Tian and Chun Shih, who starred in the 1966 film Dragon Inn. Thirty years have
passed, and neither of them are as young and active as they were on the screen.
Sitting alone in the empty cinema, Miao weeps and says, ‘No one goes to cinema
anymore’.
In the third layer of pictures, I see images from Dragon Inn and Goodbye Dragon
Inn playing on the screen of my laptop. I see my room in London, a personal and
intimate space. There is a gap between the images of Dragon Inn projected on the
cinema screen in Tsai’s film, the images of Goodbye Dragon Inn playing on the
laptop screen, and the image of my room that frames the screen. My perception
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of the film has been mediated and layered by my memories. For example, I
recognise the cinema from What Time Is It There? I see not only Lee, Miao and
Chen as they play out their roles in Goodbye Dragon Inn, but also their
performances and characters in Tsai’s other films.
Images are juxtaposed; there is a film within the cinema, a cinema within my room,
and my memories within the film. I ‘play with’ these images in the following
photographic project, Goodbye, Goodbye Dragon Inn.
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Psychical space
Complex images I
perceived while
watching the film
Goodbye Dragon Inn in
my room in London.

Transitional Phenomena
Mise en Scène: construct
and photograph a
miniature setting with
reference to the film
Goodbye Dragon Inn.

Physical environment

Constructed miniature
settings.

The miniature setting in Goodbye, Goodbye Dragon Inn has been constructed
with reference to scenes from Goodbye Dragon Inn: the audience members are
sitting indifferently on the seats, images of the 1966 martial arts film Dragon Inn
are projected on the screen, a ray of light draws the outline of the audiences’
silhouettes. I used paperboards and architectural models of chairs to build up the
backdrop, and small-scale figurines as audience members. These readymade
figurines suggest anonymity: plastic and motionless, without facial expression,
they sit quietly in the cinema, representing an obscure mass of bodies.
Constructed on a tabletop, this miniature cinema is an enclosed world occupying
my room. Because of the miniature scale of the set, I can see almost everything
from a bird’s eye view, but I cannot physically participate in it. The macro lens
creates the illusion of living in the miniature world. In other words, the camera has
been used as a pair of binoculars through which the small-scale objects are
enlarged and animated. To photograph the constructed setting is to use the
camera as a means of participating in the miniature world, traveling through it and
experiencing it psychically.
The process of (re)constructing the scene has enabled me to study the images in
Goodbye Dragon Inn, and the process of photographing the setting has helped to
stage the images in my mind. This process can be seen as a translation – the
translation of images in the film Goodbye Dragon Inn into ‘my’ Goodbye, Goodbye
Dragon Inn. In the course of translating my psychical images into photographs, I
intentionally retain and perhaps exaggerate some details that have triggered
responses in me, while at the same time excising and repressing elements that
have not left vivid traces in my memories. My camera has been used as a filter,
screening and purifying the images from Tsai’s film. Images in my psychical space
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have operated as a censorship faculty, determining what would find its way into
the photographs of Goodbye, Goodbye Dragon Inn.
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Mail Project
images printed on postcards, 10 x 15 cm
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In this project, photography is charged with the task of time travel between cities.
Snapshot photographs are printed on postcards, which are treated as fragments
abstracted from the linear continuity of everyday life. Sending postcards to ‘myother-self’ in different cities represents a strategy for exploring the sense of living in
between – between the past, present and future.
Four places have been chosen, each embodying a different aspect of my identity
in relation to cities.

•

London is where the project starts. As an international student who
has been living in London for several years, I speak and read English in
daily life; I go shopping in a specific supermarket, meet friends in certain
coffee shops, and work around the corner from the library.
Nevertheless, I still feel foreign sometimes because of cultural
differences.. I posit myself as an insider-outsider in London.

•

Taipei is my hometown. I totally understand both verbal and gestural
languages. I am accustomed to everything and I consider myself an
insider in the city.

•

Paris is a foreign city for me. I am a complete outsider in Paris.

•

As for Tokyo, because of my personal and cultural background, I can
read the ‘Kanji’ (漢字, Chinese character) in Japanese, and I understand
the East-Asian culture. I am the outsider-insider in Tokyo.
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This journey begins in London. Everyday, I used a digital camera as a kind of
visual diary, taking snapshots, selecting a single image and printing it on a
10x15cm postcard, which I would then send to ‘my-future-self’ in Taipei. These
were postcards sent by me as an insider-outsider in London and received by me
as an insider in Taipei. I did this continuously for one month.

London
insider-outsider

Tokyo

Taipei

outsider-insider

insider

Paris
outsider

The second location is Taipei. When I went back to Taipei, there were thirty
postcards from London waiting for me. I picked up one postcard at random each
day, looked at the image, and recalled the specific moment when I took the
snapshot. As if playing solitaire, I would then take a snapshot in Taipei which
responded to the postcard sent from London, and post it from me as the insider
in Taipei to me as the outsider in Paris.
London
insider-outsider

Tokyo

Taipei

outsider-insider

insider

Paris
outsider
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I maintained the same strategy in Paris and Tokyo. The repeated activity of
sending postcards to myself in different cities and responding to them allowed my
mind to flow freely between the city I was currently inhabiting and the city of my
memory and imagination.

London
insider-outsider

Tokyo

Taipei

outsider-insider

insider

Paris
outsider

Here are some examples of the postcards sent by me as the insider in Taipei to
me as the outsider in Paris.
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Psychical space
My various identities and
states in relation to
cities.

Transitional Phenomena

Physical environment

The photographic activity:
taking snapshots,
selecting, printing and
sending postcards to myother-self in a different city.

London
Taipei
Paris
Tokyo

In this photographic project, the experience of sending and replying postcards to
my-another-self was more crucial than the end results; hence I provide only some
examples above.
The postcard format was important. Typically, a postcard is mailed home from a
foreign city. There is an exchange between the foreign and the familiar: for a
traveller, a postcard is an image that is sent home; for the recipient, a postcard is
an image received from a foreign place. Here, the snapshot images are
authenticated by the scribbled account and the material quality of the postcards,
which bears traces of the mailing process.
Everyday I brought the digital camera with me, allowing the postcards I had
received from my-past-self to guide my observations of the current physical
environment. The same photographic image aroused different responses viewed
in another city, with another identity. For example, a banal snapshot taken in
London might be considered interesting viewed in Taipei. In other words, my
physical encounters had been layered with remembered images of the previous
location, and also with imagined images of the next station. Through the process
of making/sending/receiving postcards, the public spaces of cities were
transformed into private ones. The photographic activity situated me as a
transitional phenomenon connecting the present with the past and the future.
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Paralleling Memories
pivi instant photographs, 5.5 x 8.5 cm, 336 images
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One morning I received an unexpected email: I had been invited by the Taipei
Artist Village to visit Tokyo Wonder Site as a visiting Artist. The institution promised
to pay all my expenses, but they needed me to be in Tokyo as soon as possible.
Everything was happening very quickly and I decided to grasp the opportunity
straight away. I quickly packed a case, flew from London back to Taipei, collected
my plane ticket for the trip and headed immediately to Tokyo. Since I was not a
complete stranger to the city, I was confident of meeting all the challenges it might
throw at me.
I had a proposed project that I was planning to execute. I intended to take a vast
panoramic image of the cityscape, which I would use as source material for a
collage investigating the relationship between public and imaginary space. In order
to gather the enormous number of photographs required for this panoramic
cityscape, I set the tripod onto a trolley, leveled the camera horizontally, an pulled
the trolley down the street, clicking the shutter every five steps. After that, I
imported all the images into a computer and used Adobe Photoshop to stitch all
the images together into an extended panorama in. During the process, I found I
was looking at the city from different perspectives: from street level while walking
and photographing the façades of the buildings and from a bird’s eye view when
previewing all the images on the screen of the laptop. At the same time, I also
registered a particular emotional reaction during the mechanical process pulling
the trolley and clicking the shutter: I had to restrain myself from removing the
camera from the trolley in order to photograph the scenes I was encountering.
The more I walked, the more I realised that the city is not as described in the
guidebooks or on maps. There is something more. The city talks to me in different
ways, and I simply cannot find a universal language to interpret it. The streets, the
buildings, the traffic, the crowds and their movements…all these elements are
superimposed onto one another as synthetic layers, creating the image of the city.
I noticed I was neither a traveller nor an inhabitant here. The status of ‘living in
Tokyo as an artist’ has enabled me to look at the physical environment in different
ways. I had a task to accomplish, a task of looking at the city as an artist. I was
expected to produce a piece of work, required to participate in various activities,
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and asked to follow the regulations of the host institution. Yet I was also eager to
know the feeling of truly dwelling in the city of Tokyo. The whole situation might be
considered an experiment: to draw myself out of habitual daily life, putting myself
into a capsule named Tokyo, and seeing how it all might turn out in the end. In
other words, the provided accommodation, the studio, the living expenses and
the city of Tokyo – all of this can be seen as a structure, my assignment being the
discovery or production of content that would fill the structure.
I therefore started the project Paralleling Memories, to observe how my psychical
images might interact with the physical environment through photographic activity.
I used nine sets of miniature figurines as characters, including police officers,
pedestrians, swimmers, cyclists, painters, photographers, sitters, gardeners and
football players. Everyday, at four-hourly intervals (10:00, 14:00, 18:00 and 22:00),
I picked up and photographed one figurine based on what I was doing at that
time. The project continued for twelve weeks while travelling from city to city:
Tokyo – Taipei – Paris – Singapore – London.
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東京
Tokyo

平成23年4月10日
金曜日

平成23年4月11日
土曜日

平成23年4月12日
日曜日

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00
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東京
Tokyo

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

平成23年4月13日
月曜日

平成23年4月14日
火曜日

平成23年4月15日
水曜日

平成23年4月16日
木曜日

平成23年4月17日
金曜日

平成23年4月18日
土曜日

平成23年4月19日
日曜日
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東京
Tokyo

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

平成23年4月20日
月曜日

平成23年4月21日
火曜日

平成23年4月22日
水曜日

平成23年4月23日
木曜日

平成23年4月24日
金曜日

平成23年4月25日
土曜日

平成23年4月26日
日曜日
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東京
Tokyo

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

平成23年4月27日
月曜日

平成23年4月28日
火曜日

平成23年4月29日
水曜日

平成23年4月30日
木曜日

平成23年5月1日
金曜日

平成23年5月2日
土曜日

平成23年5月3日
日曜日
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東京
Tokyo

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

平成23年5月4日
月曜日

平成23年5月5日
火曜日

平成23年5月6日
水曜日

平成23年5月7日
木曜日

平成23年5月8日
金曜日

平成23年5月9日
土曜日

平成23年5月10日
日曜日
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東京
Tokyo

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

平成23年5月11日
月曜日

平成23年5月12日
火曜日

平成23年5月13日
水曜日

平成23年5月14日
木曜日

平成23年5月15日
金曜日

平成23年5月16日
土曜日

平成23年5月17日
日曜日
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東京
Tokyo

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

平成23年5月18日
月曜日

平成23年5月19日
火曜日

平成23年5月20日
水曜日

平成23年5月21日
木曜日

平成23年5月22日
金曜日

平成23年5月23日
土曜日

平成23年5月24日
日曜日
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東京
Tokyo

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

平成23年5月25日
月曜日

平成23年5月26日
火曜日

平成23年5月27日
水曜日

民國98年5月28日
星期四

民國98年5月29日
星期五

民國98年5月30日
星期六

民國98年5月31日
星期日
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臺北
Taipei

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

民國98年6月1日
星期一

民國98年6月2日
星期二

3-juin-2009
mercredi

4-juin-2009
jeudi

5-juin-2009
vendredi

6-juin-2009
samedi

7-juin-2009
dimanche
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Paris

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

8-juin-2009
lundi

9-juin-2009
mardi

10-juin-2009
mercredi

11-juin-2009
jeudi

12-juin-2009
vendredi

13-juin-2009
samedi

14.6.2009
Sunday
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Singapore

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

15.6.2009
Monday

16.6.2009
Tuesday

17.6.2009
Wednesday

18.6.2009
Thursday

19.6.2009
Friday

20.6.2009
Saturday

21.6.2009
Sunday
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Singapore

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

22.6.2009
Monday

23.6.2009
Tuesday

24.6.2009
Wednesday

25.6.2009
Thursday

26.6.2009
Friday

27.6.2009
Saturday

28.6.2009
Sunday
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London

10:00

14:00

18:00

22:00

29-Jun-2009
Monday

30-Jun-2009
Tuesday

1-July-2009
Wednesday

Exhibition Installation, ZooArt 2010, Cuneo, Italy
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Exhibition Installation, Staging Memories, London Gallery West, 2010
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Psychical space

Personal status,
Personal identities,
Memories, imaginings
and fantasies

Transitional Phenomena
The process of staging
and photographing
miniature figurines is to
construct a transitional
object between everyday
encounters and subjective
perception.

Physical environment

Clock Time
Cities: Tokyo, Taipei,
Paris, Singapore, London.

The public space of cities and clock time provided the structure. The miniature
figurines constituted a surrogate persona representing my response to everyday
encounters. The self-imposed requirement that I photograph the figurines at
specific times dissolved the geographical boundaries between cities, while at the
same time endowing me with the status of observer. In order to find appropriate
backgrounds to mise en scène the figurines, I paid more attention to the details of
my physical surroundings, especially when the time to take the photograph
approached. There were two parallel worlds: one the world of everyday routine,
the other the miniature world. Once every four hours, the camera became the
apparatus with which I detached myself from my physical environment and
projected my mind into the miniature world.
The photographic equipment that used in this project is in itself significant. I
intended to use Polaroid. The word ‘Polaroid’ originally referred to the instant
cameras made by Polaroid Corporation. In Chinese, ‘Polaroid’ is translated as 拍
立得, literally meaning ‘capture-immediately-get’. Polaroid images have
conventionally been associated with personal memories and the flickering moment.
Also, since I had to take photographs every four hours for twelve weeks, seeing
the prints immediately after shooting would help manage the enormous number of
images. However, most Polaroid cameras are not equipped with macro lens,
which made it difficult to do the close-up shots. I therefore decided to photograph
the miniature figurines with a compact digital camera first, and then use a Fuji Pivi
MP-300 printer to produce name-card sized ‘polaroid style’ images.
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The specific camera equipment has mediated my experience in this project. For
example, since I had to take photographs of the figurines at specific times, I
sometimes had to do it in public places such as the bus or the busy street. The
figurines were tiny and the slightest movement would change the composition, so
I had to be very careful when placing the digital camera close to the figurines. My
behaviour often aroused the attention of passersby. As long as I was
concentrating on photographing the scenes, I did not notice other people around
me; but when I finished shooting, I often found there was some passersby
standing behind me and looking at the LCD screen on my digital camera. Thus the
act of photographing miniature figurines in public became performative, even
starting conversations between me and other people. Another example is the
reaction of spectators towards the photographic images. Since the Fuji Pivi MP300 machine was only sold in Japan, it was not common to see this format of
‘polaroid style’ images, especially in Europe. When presenting the work in different
exhibitions in the UK, Italy and Portugal, many spectators were curious about
what camera equipment I had used. I noticed some spectators were disappointed
when they realised that I ‘just’ used a digital camera, which seemed easier to
operate than conventional Polaroid cameras. This got me thinking about how
camera equipment and photographic techniques inflect the experience of taking
photographs. I will return to this and related issues in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Three.
Experiencing the Imagined City
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Introduction
In Project A, photographic mise en scène was used not just as a staging technique but as a
methodology, a strategy for investigating the imagined city, and the interrelationship
between public and private that it names. Through the different photographic activities
involved in the three parts of the piece, I projected my imagination and memories upon the
physical environment, and at the same time, my encounters in and with the different cities
inflected my construction of psychical images. The experience of the imaginary city belongs
to the category of ‘transitional phenomena', incorporating elements of the public spaces of
cities and of my private, personal memories. In order to evaluate the strategy of mise en scène
in relation to the imagined city, this chapter explores different takes on the activity of
walking, providing different ways of understanding the state in-between inner and outer
space.
In the early years of cinema, André Breton and Jacques Vaché spent afternoons visiting
one movie house after another, ‘dropping in at random on whatever film happened to be
playing, staying until they had had enough of it, then leaving for the next aleatory extract’.1
Scenes from the different films would resonate with one another as they moved from one
cinema to the next. This distinctive method of cinema-going allowed Breton and Vaché to
avoid absorption by any single film. Their entrances and exits disrupted the viewing
experience, establishing, through free association, connections between different films, and
between films and their physical encounters on the street. They effectively created ‘their
own montaged “hybridized” multi-film movie’2, out of several components: first of all the
fragmented filmic images showing on the screen, ‘edited’ and ‘integrated’ by the disruptive
act of cinema-hopping; second, the image of the city in which they were actually situated,
the physical environment experienced in the movement between cinema houses.
The act of walking offers a disruptive approach to the localised filmic experience. In
Wanderlust: A History of Walking,3 Rebecca Solnit provides an historical account of the
association between walking and philosophising by looking at pilgrims, poets, streetwalkers,
demonstrators and tourists. Solnit suggests that walking is a state in which mind, body, and
world are aligned. She explains:
The rhythm of walking generates a kind of rhythm of thinking and the passage
through a landscape echoes or stimulates the passage through a series of
thoughts. This creates an odd consonance between internal and external passage,
one that suggests that the mind is also a landscape of sorts and that walking is
one way to traverse it. A new thought often seems like a feature of the landscape
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that was there all along, as though thinking were travelling rather than making.
And so one aspect of the history of walking is the history of thinking made
concrete – for the motions of the mind cannot be traced, but those of the feet
can.4
Walking, with the choices it invites and control that it offers over the path to be taken, over
pace, gait and so on, represents a mode of experiencing the city in which observation and
participation are one and the same. In this chapter, my reading of various accounts of
walking is directed by the questions that I encountered in previous photographic projects.
In Project A, mise en scène is used to control, direct and arrange the contents of the
photographs so as to visualise my psychical images. Here, mise en scène refers to the process
of filtering and screening that goes into the production of ideal images, a process in which
certain ‘accidents’ occurring during the process of staging are omitted or ignored. The
notion of the flâneur and Breton’s exploration of the chance encounter in his surrealist
novel Nadja offer reference points in my own investigation of the way that accidents inflect
the experience of walking. My encounters with the public space of the city have also been
informed by the execution of Project A, with its self-imposed rules such as making a
postcard a day or taking photographs once every four hours. Here I elaborate on this idea
of interrupting one’s experience of the city by means of contrived strategies with reference
to the concept of psychogeography, and to the artist Janet Cardiff’s Walks series. My
intention in referring to existing literature on walking and the city is not to suggest that the
theories have been enacted by my photographic practice; rather it is to further adumbrate
mise en scène as a form and as a structure. This will inform the fundamental argument of the
current chapter, which is that the process of mise en scène is pivotal to the conjuring of the
imagined city.

Flâneur: Look, But Don’t Touch5
The flâneur, a key figure in the critical literature of modernity and the urban, embodies a
particular style of walking in the city. The origin of the word is uncertain. According to the
nineteenth-century Encyclopaedia Larousse, the term may be derived from an Irish word for
‘libertine’.6 The flâneur is an artist, a poet, a stroller, a loafer, a lounger, a stationary traveller,
an urban wanderer, a detached observer, a style, and an ideal figure existing in literature.
The flâneur is ‘the man of the public who knows himself to be of the public’7. In her essay
‘The Invisible Flâneur’, Elizabeth Wilson gives an explicit account of the figure:
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In literature, the flâneur was represented as an archetypal occupant and observer
of the public sphere in the rapidly changing and growing great cities of
nineteenth-century Europe. He might be seen as a mythological allegorical figure
who represented what was perhaps the most characteristic response of all to the
wholly new forms of life that seemed to be developing: ambivalence.8
Wilson introduces the character M. Bonhomme, a typical flâneur of the Bonaparte era, who
is described in an anonymous pamphlet published in 1806.9 This character exists only in the
metropolis, where he observes the urban spectacle, spending most of his day in cafés and
restaurants. He is interested in watching ‘the behaviour of the lower ranks of society’, such
as soldiers and workers, and sees ‘dress’ as the vital component of the urban scene. Women
play a minor part in his life.10 For Charles Baudelaire, the flâneur plays a key role in
understanding city life. Baudelaire’s flâneur sees the public places and spaces of Paris in a
poetic way. The crowd is ‘his domain, just as the air is the bird’s, and water that of the fish.
His passion and his profession is to merge with the crowd’.11 He is a dandy with ‘a
quintessence of character and a subtle understanding of all the moral mechanisms of this
world’12, the observer as ‘a prince enjoying his incognito wherever he goes’13, a philosopher
with ‘excessive love of visible, tangible things’14, and the ‘perfect idler’.15 It was with
reference to Baudelaire’s ‘The Painter of Modern Life’,16that Walter Benjamin developed
his notion of the flâneur in in the 1920s and 1930s. Benjamin suggests that ‘the flâneur was
emblematic of urban experience, modernity and the relationship between the intellectual
and the world.’17 If the flâneur has become a central figure in critical theory, it is because,
according to Steve Pile, ‘he stands at the intersection not only of class, gender and race
relations, and also of art, mass production and commodification, but also of the masses,
the city, and the experience of modernity.’18 We can understand the flâneur as referring to an
ambivalent male figure who is captivated by the excitement of urban modernity. He is the
spectator who ‘marks himself out from the spectacle, never becoming a spectacle himself:
he is in the streets, but not of the streets; he is in the crowd, but never of the crowd’.19
Adopting a more critical stance, Janet Wolff argues that the flâneur is a gendered concept,
representing male visual mastery over women, since ‘the flâneur’s freedom to wander at will
through the city is essentially a masculine freedom.’20 Wolff notes that the ‘public’ person of
the eighteenth century and earlier was clearly male, and argues that women were excluded
from the public sphere, or practically invisible within it:21
The experience of anonymity in the city, the fleeting, impersonal contacts
described by social commentators like Georg Simmel, the possibility of
unmolested strolling and observation first seen by Baudelaire, and then analysed
by Walter Benjamin were entirely the experiences of men. By the late nineteenth
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century, middle-class women had been more or less consigned (in ideology if not
in reality) to the private sphere. The public world of work, city life, bars, and
cafés was barred to the respectable woman.22
The female flâneur, the flâneuse, was rendered invisible and even impossible by the sexual
divisions of the nineteenth century. Wolff thus suggests that what is missing in the
literature is ‘any account of life outside the public realm, or the experience of “the modern”
in its private manifestations, and also of the very different nature of the experience of those
women who did appear in the public arena’.23
The concept of the flâneur provides an insight into the experience of walking in and
observing the modern city. For the flâneur, the desire to be part of the crowd is also the
desire to be detached from it, to be ‘at the centre of the world and at the same time hidden
from the world’.24 Zygmunt Bauman’s explanation is helpful here:
The urban flâneur is the travelling player. He carries his playing with him, wherever
he goes. His game is a solitaire; so he can squeeze all the allurements of the game
to the last drop, unrestricted by the selfish or jealous team-mates and the forever
watchful, forever cavilling umpire. His play is to make others play, to see others
as players, to make the world a play. And in this play which he makes the world
to be, he is in full control. He may disregard other players’ moves, that potential
limit to his own choice. In the dramas he imagines as he wanders, he is the sole
mover, script-writer, director, discerning viewer and critic. To flâneur means to
play the game of playing; a meta-play of sorts. This play is conscious of itself as
play. Its enjoyment is mature and pure.
It is pure because the aesthetic proximity does not interfere with social distance;
the city stroller can go on drawing the strangers around into his private theatre
without fear that those drawn inside will claim the rights of the insiders. Social/
cognitive spacing has created distances which aesthetic spacing can transgress
only playfully, only in imagination, only inconsequentially. The stranger who
appears in the flâneur’s play is but the sight of the stranger; he is what the flâneur
sees, and no more than that – an eye impression, detached from the body, the
identity, the biography of the person who ‘gave’ that impression.25
The flâneur has the freedom to move in the city, observing and being observed, but he
never interacts with others – their activity is ‘essentially about freedom, the meaning of
existence (or the lack of a meaning of existence) and being-with-others in the modern
urban spaces of the city.’26
The notion of the flâneur presents the act of walking as a way of simultaneously
experiencing and detaching oneself from the physical environment of the city. Ian Walker
asserts that the street photography born in New York in the 1950s had its roots in the
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flâneur of the nineteenth-century Paris.27 Susan Sontag also describes hand-held cameras as
the flâneur’s tool:
Gazing on other people’s reality with curiosity, with detachment, with
professionalism, the ubiquitous photographer operates as if that activity
transcends class interests, as if its perspective is universal. In fact, photography
first comes into its own as an extension of the eye of the middle-class flâneur,
whose sensibility was so accurately charted by Baudelaire. The photographer is
an armed version of the solitary walker reconnoitering, stalking, cruising the
urban inferno, the voyeuristic stroller who discovers the city as a landscape of
voluptuous extremes. Adept of the joys of watching, connoisseur of empathy,
the flâneur finds the world 'picturesque'.28
For the flâneur, physical movement, the act of walking, can be taken as one method of
‘staging’ the vision of cities according to individual desire, disrupting the physical structure
of the city with the imagination. To hold a camera in one’s hand is to distance oneself from
the crowd, to be in the crowd but not of it, like the flâneur. The camera offers a tool for
scrutinising the physical environment through a frame, blocking direct connect, and acting
as a ‘protective talisman’, physically detaching the photographer from the crowd.

Walking in the Surrealist city: Nadja
Distinguishing themselves from the flâneur, who simply walks in the city, the surrealists
treated walking as a gateway to the marvellous and to personal psychical reality. Walter
Benjamin noted the historical parallels between surrealism and his work The Arcades
Projects.29 He writes: ‘Surrealism – vague de rêves – the new art of flânerie. New past of the
nineteenth-century – Paris its classical location.’30 The surrealists treated the city as a
‘psychical space’ onto which they might project their dreams. The idea of automatism here
refers to the urban wanderer’s is governed submission to the dictates of the unconscious
mind.
André Breton’s non-linear autobiographical story Nadja is a key text in the Surrealists’
mythology of the street. A Surrealist romance ‘filled with those correspondences,
coincidences and uncanny juxtapositions that characterised the movement’,31 Nadja appears
in three sections. The first details the narrator’s chance meetings and wanderings on the
Boulevard Bonne-Nouvelle, a place where ‘I almost invariably go without specific purpose,
without anything to induce me but this obscure clue: namely that it (?) will happen here.’32
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The second, central section tells the story of Breton’s first encounter with Nadja on Rue
Lafayette. Breton is fascinated by her naivety and delicacy; he claims, ‘I had never seen
such eyes’,33 and the time they spend together in the days that follow is narrated in an
autobiographical diary form. Finally, in the emotional courts-circuits narratifs of part three, the
author looks back on his meetings with Nadja and interrogates his experiences.
Autobiographical references including photographs, drawings, sketches and documentary
images appear alongside the main body of Breton’s text (Figure 3.1-3.3). According to Ian
Walker, Breton employed this tactic in order to get ‘the reader to believe his story’.34
Photographs of Paris in Nadja are presented neither as simple illustrations nor as referential
documents: the images are integrated into the text and offer a direct link to the city.35 As
readers, we read not only the story of the love affair between Breton and Nadja, but also an
account of the city of Paris where they meet. Paris is backdrop against which the whole
story plays out and is even, as Walker asserts, ‘itself a character in the book’.36 Nadja maps
Paris in what might be called an ‘anti-guidebook’ manner:
Sites are not chosen because they are the sites ‘one must see’; rather they are
included because of what happened in these places, either to Breton himself or
between Breton and Nadja, or because of the ‘uncanny’ emotions they create in
Breton. A private city has been created within the public city, occupying the same
space, but different, more intensely. The physical geography of Paris is replaced
by an affective topography, superimposing a sort of carte du tendre over the actual
city.37
For example, Rue Lafayette is mentioned because it is where the two characters met; the
photograph of Place du Panthéon does not include the Panthéon itself. The ‘common’
spectacles of Paris, such as the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame or Opera, do not feature in the
book. David Bate explains:
Breton’s wanderings around the streets of Paris, waiting for ‘images’ to appear,
treats the manifest world as a psychical space. Nadja is less the path of a derivé
(drifting) than the mise-en-scène for desire. With Nadja Breton welds psychiatry and
literary history to Baudelaire’s city flâneur in a ‘science’ of an everyday practice:
historical day-dreaming on the asphalt of Paris. Breton’s Paris is his psychical
reality.38
The physical surroundings of the city Paris are transformed into Breton’s psychical space
by means of walking the streets, through the emotional narration of his chance encounter
with Nadja.
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Figure 3.1 Andre Breton, Nadja.
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Figure 3.2 Andre Breton, Nadja.
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Figure 3.3 Andre Breton, Nadja.
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In Nadja, the documentary-style photographic images of Paris confirm the presence of the
city: photographs are used because they invest the story with an indexical quality. Reading
the text alongside the photographs, one’s imagination begins to trace the story of Breton’s
chance encounter with Nadja. Many critics consider the photographs rather banal and
ordinary.39 Michel Beaujour ascribes to them a ‘voluntary banality’:40 these pictures ‘need to
be banal’ in order to emphasise the marvellous nature of what happens between Breton
and Nadja. Benjamin has the following to say about the photographs in Nadja:
Photography intervenes in a very strange way. It makes the streets, gates, squares
of the city into illustrations of a trashy novel, draws off the banal obviousness of
this ancient architecture to inject it with the most pristine intensity toward the
events described, to which, as in old chambermaids’ books, word-for-word
quotations with page numbers refer. And all the parts of Paris that appear here
are places where what is between these people turns like a revolving door.41
For Benjamin, the photographs in Nadja inflect the reading of both the story and the
architecture of Paris. These ordinary pictures are seen as transforming everyday banality
through subjective investment. Bate argues that ‘the fact that the reader of the book knows
so little about the precise relation of the photographs to the story opens up a space
between the story and the pictures.’42 Positioned alongside the text, these ordinary
photographs serve as ‘quotations’, guiding the readers’ imagination to the site of Breton’s
meeting with Nadja and confirming its marvellousness:
Produced in quite different ways, the postcard and the snapshot have in common
the quality of a talisman. Even when they are pictorially of little interest, they can
carry great personal resonance, replete with memories, associations and desires.
The ‘dumbness’ of the photographs in Nadja likewise operates in a certain
tension with the account of what happens on the streets of the city. That hotel
matters because it was where Nadja stayed and that café matters because it is
where she and Breton met.43
It is the banal quality of these public images that allows them to carry personal messages
and lay claim to an autobiographical experience of the city. In other words, the public
space of the city has been transformed into a psychical experience.

Psychogeography: Conducting Practical Experiments with City Life
Psychogeography offers a mode of observation and experience that breaks the
geographical boundaries of the city through the devising of playful and disruptive ‘rules’.
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Psychogeography, as the name suggests, refers to the point when ‘psychology’ and
‘geography’ collide, and is ‘a means of exploring the behavioural impact of urban life’.44
The purpose of psychogeography is to overcome the process of banalisation imposed on
the everyday experience of our physical surroundings. Psychogeography suggests that
‘maps’ should be subjective because in actuality we read the geographical environment
according to our emotions and individual behaviour. It is important to note that
psychogeography has evolved through ‘a shifting series of interwoven themes and [is]
constantly being reshaped by its practitioners’,45 as Merlin Coverley explains: it is therefore
difficult to define it as a literary movement, or a political strategy, or an art practice.
The origins of psychogeography can be traced back to Paris in the 1950s and the Lettrist
Group, a forerunner of the Situationist International. The founding member Guy Debord
described Psychogeography as ‘the study of the specific effects of the geographical
environment, consciously organised or not, on the emotions and behaviour of
individuals’.46 It is a means ‘not only of investigating the effects of cities on their inhabitants,
but also of transforming mental and physical space’,47 in order to raise awareness of the
spatial and psychological dimensions of city life, through observing the minutiae of the city.
Guy Debord defined the key strategy of the dérive as follows:
In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their usual motives
for movement and action, their relations, their work and leisure activities, and let
themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they
find there… But the dérive includes both this letting go and its necessary
contradiction: the domination of psychogeographical variations by the
knowledge and calculation of their possibilities.48
Using an automatic method based on an individual’s intuition as regards where to go, the
dérive is employed in order to suspend usual motives, break habits, draw the walker to new
attractions, so as to elude the orders of city planners. The dérive is not a random activity, but
‘a deliberate attempt to think spaces and spatiality differently: to create situations in which
space as currently produced comes to be seen as absurd’.49
From the perspective offered by the dérive, the city already possesses a psychogeographical
structure.50 In the late 1950s, a series of psychogeographical maps of Paris were constructed
by adopting the process of détournement, whereby fragments of conventional Paris maps
were rearranged and juxtaposed to produce new meanings. For example, The Naked City
(Figure 3.4) by Guy Debord with Asger Jorn, is composed of nineteen cut-out sections of
the Plan de Paris linked by directional arrows printed in red. Borrowing its title from the
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Figure 3.4 Guy Debord, The Naked City, 1957.
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1946 drama-documentary film about detectives in New York City, the map served as a
guide to areas of central Paris threatened by the redevelopment of the city, and
simultaneously mourned the loss of the old Paris. There is no correct way to read the map.
Following the arrows, users can choose their own route through the city according to the
emotional state they wish to inhabit. The topographical collage is based on already-existing
documents, suggesting that a map is a narrative rather than a tool of ‘universal
knowledge’.51 Such imaginative reconstruction of the physical space of cities entails the
recollection of lost memories, interfering with the solidity of the present. All of which is to
say that the psychogeographic method of studying the geographical environment in
relation to the emotions and behaviour of individuals52 reveals the importance of subjective
perception. Maps are not always objective: they can be subjective, mediated by readers’
psychical reality.

Tactics of Control: Janet Cardiff’s Walks
My last point of reference here is Janet Cardiff’s Walks series.53 While the flâneur, Nadja and
psychogeography all focus on Paris, Cardiff’s Walks have been conducted in many different
cities. The series offers a number of techniques for disrupting and manipulating perception
of the physical environment by means of walking. Her Long Black Hair54 is a thirty five
minute audio piece which guides participants55 on a site-specific walk, a mysterious journey
through New York Central Park’s nineteenth century pathways. Each participant, having
received a set of headphones, a CD player and a collection of photographs, follows
Cardiff’s spoken instructions, occasionally being directed to view one of the photographs.
Cardiff’s narration transforms ‘an everyday stroll in the park into an enthralling
psychological and physical experience’.56 The sound of footsteps directs participants’ pace.
The stream-of-consciousness-style narration guides participants’ movements and also
invites their imagination to see what their eyes do not. The narration is layered on a
background of sounds57: footsteps, traffic, and miscellaneous sound effects pre-recorded to
‘mimic the real physical [world] in order to create a new world as a seamless combination
of the two’.58 Participants cannot immediately assign what they hear to either source –the
streets or the headphones. The sound effects from the headphones transform participants’
perception of the location, and the physical environment becomes infiltrated by virtuality.
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Roland Barthes’ discussion of the panoramic view from the Eiffel Tower is helpful in
understanding the experience of Cardiff’s piece. Barthes explains that Paris provides a
structure for every visitor to interpret, such that, in the final analysis, the city is the result of
mental activity:
What, in fact, is a panorama? An image we attempt to decipher, in which we try
to recognise known sites, to identify landmarks. Take some view of Paris taken
from the Eiffel Tower; here you make out the hill sloping down from Chaillot,
there the Bois de Boulogne; but where is the Arc de Triomphe? You don’t see it,
and this absence compels you to inspect the panorama once again, to look for
this point which is missing in your structure, your knowledge (the knowledge you
may have of Parisian topography) struggles with your perception, and in a sense,
that is what intelligence is: to reconstitute, to make memory and sensation cooperate so as to produce in your mind a simulacrum of Paris, of which the
elements are in front of you, real, ancestral, but nonetheless disoriented by the
total space in which they are given to you, for this space was unknown to you.
Hence we approach the complex, dialectical nature of all panoramic vision; on
the one hand, it is a euphoric vision, for it can slide slowly, lightly the entire
length of a continuous image of Paris, and initially no ‘accident’ manages to
interrupt this great layer of mineral and vegetal strata, perceived in the distance in
the bliss of altitude; but, on the other hand, this very continuity engages the mind
in a certain struggle, it seeks to be deciphered, we must find signs within it, a
familiarity proceeding from history and from myth.59
According to Barthes, the experience of panoramic vision is complex and dialectical. The
mind ‘reconstitutes’ the panoramic scene so that memories and sensation correspond to
each other, producing a vision of the city. The intelligence intervenes in perception,
acquiring a personal and emotional geography that functions as an affective framework for
memories associated with place.
In Cardiff’s work, the use of headphones and stream-of-consciousness narration can be
understood as techniques for mediating public images and individual psychical reality.
There are two worlds: the world within the headphones, controlled by Cardiff’s narration
and informed by participants’ involuntary memories and mnemic images; and the world
outside the headphones, the streets and roads down which participants physically walk.
Cardiff’s use of sound invokes images that the eyes cannot see, which go unnoticed or
which are somehow untellable or beyond understanding. The binaural technology of the
headphones detaches participants from their shared physical environment, extending their
walking experiences, and blending recorded sounds with the noise of the city. The
narration describes what ‘another person’ encounters in the shared physical environment,
in another time, directing participants towards images that are not present.
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Figure 3.5 Photo from Her Long Black Hair, Public Art Fund, Central Park, New York, USA (2004).
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Figure 3.6 Photo from Her Long Black Hair, Public Art Fund, Central Park, New York, USA (2004).
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Figure 3.7 Janed Cardiff, Her Long Black Hair
http://www.cardiffmiller.com/artworks/walks/longhair.html#
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Five photographs (Figure 3.5-3.6) accompany the participant on her journey. Participants
are instructed to read the physical environment of the city along with the photographs,
which function as traces to direct and even restrict participants’ vision. These photographs
reveal the unnoticed of ordinary scenes, isolating the image that ‘deserves’ to be kept and
to endure, the moment that lays claim to preciousness. The photographs function as
quotations that indicate what has gone before, authenticating the artist’s account of past
events and persuading participants to accept the story. The composition of photographs,
audio narration, headphones, and route transform Central Park into a ‘physical cinema’.60
The use of headphones contributes to a kind of escapism, drawing the participant’s mind
into another place. The headphones envelop the participant’s awareness of her
surroundings, providing symmetrical escape routes: from the physical environment into
Cardiff’s narrated story, and from Cardiff’s narrative into physical experience (Figure 3.7).
Because of the emphasis on sensory experience, participants’ self-awareness is minimised
and the actual spatial and temporal environment gives way to another. The cityscape is
treated as a theatrical production filled with loose narratives. Participants’ internal dialogues
accompany the whole journey.

Mise en scène as a process of transformation
The examples discussed above suggest different modes of walking, each of which breaks
the boundary between public and private while informing the walker’s subjective awareness
of the city. The figure of the flâneur suggests a detached attitude to the urban scene, a mode
of being in the crowd but not of it; Breton’s Nadja treats Paris as a psychical reality onto
which one projects dreams and desire; psychogeography offers a playful approach that uses
the imagination to reconstruct geographical boundaries; Janet Cardiff’s Walks series
suggests different tactics for controlling an individual’s walking experiences. In other words,
as a walker, one can observe, utilise, and even perceive the public in various ways.
These examples can be illustrated with the following figure:
a walker

walking

the city
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This figure situates walking as an in-between state. The above discussion of the flâneur, Nadja,
psychogeography and Cardiff’s Walks suggests that walking is an active way of experiencing
the city, one that treats the physical environment as raw materials to be mediated so as to
fulfil the walker’s desire. This interrelationship between walker and city is important when
thinking about the practice of mise en scène. In Project A, photographic mise en scène was used
as a strategy to investigate the imagined city. Different photographic languages produce
different contexts. When using mise en scène photographically, the camera is used as a device
to guide, to arrange, to record, to document, to collect, and to construct the scene. Mise en
scène does not simply function as a technique for staging or visualising the photographer’s
mental images, but plays a mediating role between the photographer’s psychical space and
the photograph.

a photographer’s
psychical image

mise en scène

photographs

Sigmund Freud’s concept of ‘dream-work’ provides a paradigm for grasping this process of
transformation. According to Freud, dreams are fundamentally about wish-fulfilment.
Dreams are composed of two parts, the manifest content and the latent content. Manifest
content designates the dream that appears to the dreamer. It is the abridged version of the
dreamer’s thoughts, and represents content that has yet to be decoded and translated. To
put it simply, manifest content can be understood as what a person remembers when
recalling the dream. The latent content holds the true meaning of the dream, but this
meaning appears in the guise of the manifest content. Freud explains:
Here you find a new type of connection between the manifest content and the
latent dream element. The former is not so much a distortion of the latter as a
representation of it, a plastic concrete perversion that is based on the sound of
the word. However, it is for this very reason again a distortion, for we have long
ago forgotten from which concrete picture the word has arisen, and therefore do
not recognise it by the image which is substituted for it. If you consider that the
manifest dream consists most often of visual images, and less frequently of
thoughts and words, you can imagine that a very particular significance in dream
formation is attached to this sort of relation.61
It is because of this complexity that dreams require analysis to discover their true meaning.
A dreamer is encouraged to look not at the manifest content but at the latent thoughts it
generates. The method, according to Freud, ‘consists of calling up, by means of free
associations, other substitute formations in addition to these elements, from which we
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divine what is hidden’.62 The job of the Freudian analyst is to record the chain of
associations, to assist a dreamer’s self-understanding, to pull all the threads together and to
undertake the complete translation of the dream. In other word, it is through ‘decoding’,
through the associations and explanations of the dreamer, and the interpretation of the
psychoanalyst, that the manifest content is translated into the complex meanings of the
latent content. The process can be illustrated as follows:

dream-work
latent content

manifest content

free association by the dreamer,
analysed by the analyst

Twenty-five years after the original publication of The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud remarks
on his notion of the dream-work. He points out two kinds of mistake that analysts make
when interpreting dreams. The first (typical of the earlier days) is to attribute too much
importance to the manifest content of dreams, making too much of what is obvious. The
dream is a disguise, and interpretation must dig beneath the manifest content to its
symbolic core. The other mistake (more typical of later analysis) is to jump too quickly to
some latent content, which is not visible on the surface but lurking below like the monster
from the black lagoon.63 Freud emphasises the activity that transforms the latent content
into manifest content, the dream-work. There are four mechanisms that operate in dreamwork: condensation, displacement, considerations of representability, and secondary revision.
Condensation works by the total omission of latent elements, by allowing only a fragment
of the complex latent elements to enter the manifest content, or by combining and fusing
certain common latent elements and then transferring them into the manifest dream. Freud
exemplifies the mechanism of condensation with a common experience: a dreamer can
easily recall instances when several people were ‘condensed’ into a single one; one
composite figure may dress like A, talk like B and do something that C does, while at the
same time we know that this figure is D. Such composite figures suggest the awareness that
these four people have something in common, allowing their four representations to be
condensed into a composite one. In the manifest dream, the translation of latent content is
composite and incomprehensible, and condensation makes it difficult to perform a
translation that will correctly account for the manifest content. Complex, multiple
relationships obtain between manifest and latent elements: ‘a manifest element may
correspond simultaneously to several latent ones, and contrariwise, a latent element may
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play a part in several manifest ones’.64 Successful condensation involves the transfer of
emotional energy from latent to manifest content.
The second mechanism is displacement. This is entirely the work of dream-censorship,
which operates as a selective barrier between the latent thoughts and manifest content,
authorising what can be seen in the latter. The mechanism of displacement works in two
ways: a latent element is replaced by an allusion, and what is psychically key is manifested
by an unimportant element. Where dream-censorship is successful, it is impossible to find
the path back from the allusion to the genuine thing.
The third operation, which consists of transforming thoughts into visual images, is
psychologically the most interesting. Freud writes,
Let us keep it clear that this transformation does not affect everything in the
dream-thoughts; some of them retain their form and appear as thoughts or
knowledge in the manifest dream as well; nor are visual images the only form
into which thoughts are transformed.65
Visual images in the manifest content retain traces of the process of visualisation, through
which latent thoughts are unpacked and purified. Freud suggests that this process of
visualisation is a ‘regressive treatment’:
In the case of the dream-work it is clearly a matter of transforming the latent
thoughts which are expressed in words into sensory images, mostly of a visual
sort. Now our thoughts originally arose from sensory images of that kind: their
first material and their preliminary stages were sense impressions, or, more
properly, mnemic images of such impressions. Only later were words attached to
them and the words in turn linked up into thoughts. The dream-work thus
submits thoughts to a regressive treatment and undoes their development; and in
the course of the regression everything has to be dropped that had been added as
a new acquisition in the course of the development of the mnemic images into
thoughts.66
Our original perception of the external physical world consists of various sensory images.
Words get attached to sensory thoughts, interpreting and explaining them. Dream-work
reverses this process, resulting in sensory images that can be traced back to latent content
embodied in words.
Secondary revision imposes a full-stop on dream-work. The various materials are arranged
into a complete and coherent image. Freud uses the metaphor of a piece of breccia to
explain the complex composition of dreams:
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In general one must avoid seeking to explain one part of the manifest dream by
another, as though the dream had been coherently conceived and was a logically
arranged narrative. On the contrary, it is as a rule like a piece of breccia,
composed of various fragments of rock held together by a binding medium, so
that the designs that appear on it do not belong to the original rocks imbedded in
it.67
The appearance of the rock may have nothing to do with the various fragments that are
imbedded inside the breccia, thus the analyst and the dreamer should avoid fixating on one
part of the manifest content. Secondary revision arranges the latent content into a
complete image, but many misleading interpolations are made in the process. The most
crucial thing is to evaluate what has been embedded underneath the surface –the meanings
and images behind the appearance.
It is crucial to stress again that Freud’s notion of dream-work emphasises the importance
of process by which the dream comes into being, rather than either its manifest or latent
content. The mechanisms of dream-work provide a way of understanding my use of mise en
scène in the investigation of the imagined city. I would like to suggest that the work which
transforms the latent content (the psychical images) into manifest content (photographs) is
the process of mise en scène. The mechanism can be understood as follows:

mise en scène
latent content
(psychical image)

manifest content
(photographs)

optical unconscious

The dream-work mechanisms provide useful points of reference for clarifying the process
of mise en scène. Project A offers examples for thinking about how the mechanisms work in
the process of staging. My intention in applying the Freudian notion of dream-work to the
concept of mise en scène is not to suggest that mise en scène ‘functions’ as dream-work. Rather,
the mechanisms of dream-work emphasise the process of transforming latent into manifest
content, which also stresses the importance of process in mise en scène. Here I shall look at
how mise en scène works in my photographic practice in terms of the concept of dream-work.
First, condensation is the mechanism that enables only fragments of the complex latent
content to enter the manifest content. This also implies that the manifest content is laconic
in comparison with the richness and variety of the latent content. In Paralleling Memories, the
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ready-made figurines represent conventional stereotypical characters. In the course of
selecting a certain figurine, I came to project my perception of the physical environment
onto it. After finishing the whole project and looking at all of the 336 images, I found the
same figurine had been staged in different situations (Figure 3.8-3.10). This is to say that
my perceptions of different encounters had been condensed into the same figurines.
Second, displacement involves the shifting of emphasis from an important element to a
relatively trivial one: it is a form of censorship that allows energy to run along certain
pathways. The idea of censorship is important here. In dream-work, the purpose of
censorship is to protect the dreamer by replacing the latent thought with an unimportant
element. The medium of photography functions similarly in the course of revealing the
imagined city. Through mise en scène, the elements of the photographic image are carefully
directed. The process of staging is one of censorship or gatekeeping, allowing only what I
have perceived from the external world to be manifested.
Third, the work bearing on considerations of representability consists in transforming
thoughts into the visual images that comprise the essence of dreams. This can be
understood in terms of the use of photographic language to produce different meanings.
For example, in close-up shots, a narrow depth of field brings a clarity to the details of the
object that emphasises the object itself, while the use of a wide angle lens might distort
spatial relationships in a way that directs attention away from the object and towards the
space that surrounds it. At this stage, the photographer arranges the raw materials and
visualises abstract thoughts, translating them into photographic images.
Finally, secondary revision is the process whereby the dream-work utilises aspects of
narrative coherence in order to disguise the contradictions of the manifest content. This
process reveals the specificity of the still image in comparison to moving images. As we
have seen, Freud likens the complex structure of the dream to that of breccia. In terms of
mise en scène, the various fragments of rock can be understood as a metaphor for the moving
images that are embedded underneath a single still image. This is to say that the still image
is not just a frozen moment or an extract from a succession of moving images; rather, it
plays a leading role in relation to other fragments that exist as moving images. The concept
of the ‘pregnant moment’ is helpful in understanding the relationship between the frozen
moment of the still image and the flux of time. Roland Barthes describes the image that
can be read in a single glance:
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22:00 平成23年5月2日 土曜日 東京

14:00 平成23年4月22日 月曜日 東京

10:00 民國98年5月31日 星期日 台北

22:00 16.6.2009 Tuesday Singapore

Figure 3.8 Images from Parallelling Memories (photographers).
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10:00 平成23年5月2日 土曜日 東京

18:00 平成23年5月6日 水曜日 東京

14:00 10-juin-2009 mercredi Paris

14:00 16.6.2009 Tuesday Singapore

Figure 3.9 Images from Parallelling Memories (polices).
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14:00 平成23年4月24日 金曜日 東京

22:00 7-juin-2009 dimanche Paris

22:00 21.6.2009 Sunday Singapore

22:00 平成23年4月14日 火曜日 東京

Figure 3.10 Images from Parallelling Memories (swimmers).
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Naturally, Diderot had conceived of this perfect instant (and had given it
thought). In order to tell a story, the painter has only an instant at his disposal,
the instant he is going to immobilise on the canvas, and he must thus choose it
well, assuring it in advance of the greatest possible yield of meaning and pleasure.
Necessarily total, this instant will be artificial (unreal; this is not a realist art), a
hieroglyph in which can be read at a single glance (at one grasp, if we think in
terms of theatre and cinema) the present, the past and the future; that is, the
historical meaning of the represented action. The crucial instant, totally concrete
and totally abstract, is what Lessing subsequently calls (in the Laocoon) the pregnant
moment.68
The moment ‘captured’ in the image represents the whole scene of the story. Similar to this
pregnant moment is Henri Cartier-Bresson’s influential concept of the decisive moment,
which also speaks to the dimension of narrative and meaning that inheres in the fraction of
a second that the shutter is released. The decisive moment refers to the instant when the
click of the shutter suspends an event within the eye and heart of the beholder: it names
the instant that the photographer must capture not because of its ‘reality’ but because it is
the ‘dramatic instant’.69 The moment represented in the still image is the instant that tells
the whole story.
We should also note that Freud’s method of tracing the manifest content back to the latent
thought requires the analysand to be relaxed, so that the mind can wander freely. It is the
analyst’s job to decode and translate the dreamer’s associative description. In terms of mise
en scène, this process of uncovering can be related to the concept of the ‘optical unconscious’
in photography. Walter Benjamin argues that photographic techniques such as slow motion
and enlargement reveal this secret realm. It is through photography that ‘we first discover
the existence of this optical unconscious, just as we discover the instinctual unconscious
through psychoanalysis’. 70 The concept of the optical unconscious in photography may be
associated with the automatic writing of surrealism. André Breton describes automatic
writing as ‘a veritable photography of thought’.71 For Breton, the camera is ‘a blind
instrument’ that helps to transform perception. The automatic character of photography is
tied to its objective status, which serves the surrealists’ desire to ‘cut adrift from
everything’.72 A camera simply records what has been placed in front of the lens, revealing
images that the eye cannot see, and ‘looks at the world without knowing what it is looking
at’.73
In my own use of photographic mise en scène to investigate the imagined city, I have treated
the optical unconscious as the process that links the manifest content (photographs) back
to the latent thought (my psychical images). For example, in Mail Project, I used postcards
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received from the city I lived in previously to guide my awareness of the present city.
During the process, I had to examine the details of the postcard in order to take another
snapshot in response. The photographic optical unconscious enlarges vision and reveals
hidden details that may have been ignored when the snapshot was first taken. The same
photographic image invoked different responses in different circumstances. In other words,
the same photographic image can be perceived and interpreted in entirely different ways,
and the enlarged details of the optical unconscious provide the traces which help to
construct the meaning.
The discussion of walking practices has provided different ways of thinking about how the
physical environment might be altered. These practices informed my own use of mise en
scène in Project B. For example, I adopted a detached attitude the better to observe urban
scenes (as a flâneur); I treated the city as a structure on which to project personal fantasies
(as in Nadja); I used subjectively mediated maps as narratives (a psychogeographic method),
and utilised determinate techniques to disrupt my physical encounters (as in the Walks
series). In this chapter, I have posited the process of mise en scène as the pivotal method of
transferring images from psychical space to photograph, and presented the photographic
optical unconscious as a way of enlarging vision and revealing hidden details. My aim in
Project B is to explore different modes of photographic mise en scène as ways of mediating
the experience of the imagined city. Each work has been executed by means of contrived
methods that deliberately recall memories and channel the energy of the imagination in
order to absorb public images of the city into my own private images.
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Tracing Memories
inkjet prints, 40 x 40 cm
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From my experience of travelling between cities, I have found that memories serve
as guiding templates, translating and interpreting what is ‘foreign’ in the current
physical environment. For example:
Slone Square in London = Omotesando in Tokyo = XinYi District in Taipei
Brick Lane in London = Shimokitazawa in Tokyo = XiMeng Ding in Taipei
Hyde Park in London = Kijijoji in Tokyo = DaAn Forest Park in Taipei
However foreign we are to a city, we still know how to ‘use’ it, if we have
experienced other cities. In The Image of the City, Kevin Lynch suggests that to be
completely lost in the modern city is a rare experience for most people, because
we are ‘supported by the presence of others and by specific way-finding devices:
maps, street numbers, route signs, bus placards’. Lynch has identified the
elements that make a city legible and that form its inhabitants’ mental maps:
landmark, district, path, edge and node.
This project examines the relationship between the public image of cities and my
private images. I used Lynch’s schema to classify places in London and Taipei,
devising certain rules and instructions that I imposed upon myself:
1. Draw five routes on a map of London reflecting my experience of place. For
example: Tate Modern is my landmark of London; Columbia road
(Broadway Market) represents my understanding of the structure of district.
2. Walk the predefined routes. Take snapshots of the scenes that I encounter.
3. Superimpose the routes drawn on the map of London onto a map of
Taipei.
4. Use photographs taken in London to direct my movements in Taipei,
generating chance encounters. The procedure of walking and taking
snapshots is designed to trigger free associations between the two cities.
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Colour of Time
pinhole photographs, 50 x 50cm
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Rules of the Game

1. Use a pinhole camera to record my daily routine. Take one photograph a
day.
2. Use an exposure time that corresponds exactly to the duration of the
habitual activities.
3. In the final photographic images, the long exposure will screen out quick
and insignificant movements. The optical unconscious reveals what the
eye does not see in the everyday routine.
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1 hour: waiting for Paula in pizza-express
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8 minutes: on the way to school
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20 minutes: in the tube
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30 seconds: washing hands
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8 minutes: in front of the information centre at london bridge station
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17 minutes: on tesco shopping trolley
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20 minutes: waiting in heathrow airport
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11 minutes: selecting cans at borough market
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15 minutes: having lunch near london bridge
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12 minutes: deciding to get this chair in brick lane
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20 minutes: waiting in liverpool street station
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xxx Was Here
pinhole photographs, 30 x 30 cm
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Rules of the Game
1. Use a pinhole camera to record my daily routine. Take one photograph a
day.
2. Place the camera on the ground, stand in front of the camera with bare
feet. The length of time standing will be equal to the exposure time.
3. Meditate. Observe how perception of the external environment is affected
by the photographic activity.
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Chapter Four.
Photography as a Mnemonic Technology
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Introduction
In Projects A and B, I experimented with different mise en scène techniques in order to
investigate the imagined city. The process of mise en scène was treated as playing a pivotal
role in the recollection of memories and invocation of images designed to interrupt and
inflect my experience of the physical environment. I used a digital camera, a pinhole
camera and an analogue compact camera. I also scanned negatives to create digital files for
printing, and used digital technology to produce polaroid-style images.1 The selection of
camera equipment was based on how I intended to experience the imagined city through
mise en scène.
This chapter investigates the role of photography as a mnemonic technology. The medium
of photography has a close association with the faculty of memory, and the development
of photographic techniques reveals the human desire to control that faculty. In recent
years, a specific camera format, the so-called ‘toy camera’, has gained in popularity,
especially among amateurs. Rather than being the preserve of camera stores, toy cameras
are mostly sold in bookshops, gallery souvenir shops or department stores. Focusing on
the example of Lomography, I will discuss the value of personal photography in relation to
memory, which will in turn provide a perspective from which to evaluate the role of mise en
scène in photographing the imagined city.

The camera as aide-memoire machine
Discussing the value of technological invention, Sigmund Freud argues that all forms of
auxiliary apparatus are designed to intensify our sensory functions. As a prosthetic device,
the camera is related to the faculty of recollection and memory:
With every tool man [sic] is perfecting his own organs, whether motor or sensory,
or is removing the limits to their functioning. Motor power places gigantic forces
at his disposal, which, like his muscles, he can employ in any direction; thanks to
ships and aircraft neither water nor air can hinder his movements; by means of
spectacles he corrects defects in the lens of his own eyes; by means of the
telescope he sees into the far distance and by means of the microscope he
overcomes the limits of visibility set by the structure of his retina. In the
photographic camera he has created an instrument which retains the fleeting
visual impressions, just as a gramophone disc retains the equally fleeting auditory
ones; both are at bottom materialisations of the power he possessed of
recollection, his memory.2
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Freud explains that the invention of camera extends humans’ power of memory. As an
instrument, the camera mediates between the world and the user’s perception of it and
attitude towards it. The development of photographic technologies represents an attempt
to improve and even perfect the human capacity for memory. John Berger has stated that
‘to look is an act of choice’,3 and the camera is a tool for putting this act of choice into
operation. In Towards a Philosophy of Photography, Vilém Flusser also suggests that the
impression of ‘the movement of a human being in possession of a camera’ is of someone
‘lying in wait’, like an ancient Palaeolithic hunter. He writes:
On the hunt, photographers change from one form of space and time to another,
a process which adjusts the combinations of time-and-space categories. Their
stalking is a game of making combinations with the various categories of their
camera, and it is the structure of this game – not directly the structure of the
cultural condition itself – that we can read off from a photograph.
Photographers select combinations of categories – for example, they may place
the camera in such a way that they can shoot their prey with a side-flash from
below. It looks here as if photographers could choose freely, as if their cameras
were following intention. But the choice is limited to the categories of the camera,
and the freedom of the photographer remains a programmed freedom. Whereas
the apparatus functions as a function of the photographer’s intention, this
intention itself functions as a function of the camera’s program. It goes without
saying that photographers can discover new categories. But then they are straying
beyond the act of photography into the metaprogram – of the photographic
industry or of their own making – from which cameras are programmed. To put
it another way: In the act of photography the camera does the will of the
photographer but the photographer has to will what the camera can do.4
This to say that the photographer’s encounter with his or her subject matter has been
mediated by the photographic equipment. To choose a certain type of camera is to choose
how one wants to see.
Moreover, the technical functioning of camera equipment has played a crucial role in
photographic practices. For example, in the very early days of photography, an image
required an exposure time of nine hours; even later, calotypes required sitters to be
immobilised for up to one minute or more.5 In these photographs, the subjects’ facial
expressions may look numb simply because of the length of time they have been holding
their pose. What is shown in the end result, the final photograph, is the compression of a
succession of moments which reveals how the subject maintained a facial expression
corresponding to how she expected to be seen. Another example of how photographic
techniques mediate users’ activities is offered by the story of snapshot photography, which
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began in 1888 when George Eastman invented gelatin dry plates and introduced the first
Kodak camera. The original Kodak was a box camera, using pre-loaded rolls of film long
enough for a hundred negatives. Customers simply had to point the camera at their subject,
press the button to release the shutter, wind on the film for the next exposure, and pull a
string that wound up the clockwork mechanism to re-cock the shutter, finally returning the
entire box camera to the factory for processing and reloading.6 The inexpensive and light
camera encouraged customers to take spontaneous shots, while the developing services
made snapshot photography simple and convenient,7 introducing it to untrained amateurs:
‘You Press the Button, We do the Rest’, as the slogan had it. Within a year, thirteen thousand
Kodak cameras had been sold, and the company was processing seventy-five hundred of
the circular prints a day.8
Since the early twenty-first century, snapshot photography has been increasing with the
advent of digital technology. The status of photography as but one element within larger
computerised imaging systems constitutes what some have called a ‘post-photography
condition’. David Bate explains that this condition has less to do with the issue of truth in
computer-processed photographs than with ‘the anxiety and uncertainty created by the
process of rapid technological change’:
That is to say, the sense of loss is related perhaps not to ‘reality’ (which all images
contribute to) but to the different (some would say lower) aesthetic values that
have emerged (casual framing, hyper-colour casts, exposure differentials,
pixelation, etc.), which, because of the sheer quantity of digital photographic
pictures in circulation, have changed the popular consensus of photographic
aesthetic values. Computer-processed images increasingly dominate the picture
environment, even if analogue in origin.9
In the post-photography condition, digital technologies have inflected camera users’
photographic experiences. High capacity memory cards make shooting photos efficient and
economical. Users can immediately check what has been photographed and can delete
images as soon as they cease to be of interest. Images are displayed on electronic interfaces,
such as computer screens, mobile phones or digital photo frames. Digital photographic
images are not treated like prints, arranged carefully in photo albums or stored in
shoeboxes; rather, digital database and artefact-based archives offer different types of
permanence and openness. The storage of images involves downloading, filing, file sharing
and tagging practices. Social networking websites such as Facebook, Flicker, Twitter and Plurk
provide platforms for users to share their photographs, and the autobiographical stories
they tell, with others.
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Because of the accessibility of photographic technologies, many people use the medium as
a kind of visual diary, to express themselves, to set out ‘clues to subjective feelings in
pictures with indefinite and implied narratives’.10 Craig Garrett calls these camera users
‘snapshot diarists’, people who have ‘continued to engage the camera’s unique transparency
to describe actual lived experience’.11 Garrett gives examples of works by Hiromix, Nan
Goldin, Ryan McGinley and Corinne Day, whose thematic subject is the private realm, the
sensational subject matter of sex, nudity, drugs and violence. These photographers are
obsessed with ‘capturing each microscopic flicker of emotional resonance illuminating their
own lives’. Garrett explains:
Crucially, rather than disputing photography’s biases, they have enfolded its
objectivity in subjectivity. Diarists skirt issues of imperialism and objectification
by turning their gaze inward: “this is MY life, MY observation, MY reality.” At
the same time, they repudiate the notion of mastery with a pointedly amateur
anti-aesthetic.12
For the snapshot diarists, the medium of photography is treated as a way of recording
fleeting memories in the first-person, of exposing private life to the public, and of viewing
their personal lives from another point of view (Figure 4.1-4.4). Garrett also points out that
such snapshot diarists often use portable, inexpensive and unobtrusive hand-held 35mm
cameras, which ‘has established the visual signature of the diarist: graininess, off-kilter
composition, the high contrast of an on-camera flash, the murkiness of available light’.13
This type of camera has been categorised under the name ‘toy camera’, and is especially
popular with a younger generation that has grown up with the benefits of digital camera
technologies.14 Most toy cameras are lightweight, retro-style, cheap and simple to use. The
automatic exposure and plastic lens produce unexpected optical effects and saturated
colours, which are considered to be ‘low tech yet high spirited’, and represent the current
snapshot aesthetic: imperfect, casual, intimate, private – a more ‘real’ vision of the private
sphere and personal issues.15

Contemporary Snapshot Photography
The case of Lomography provides interesting insights into the contemporary role of
camera equipment in relation to personal photography. The Lomographic Society
International (LSI) was formed in Vienna in 1992. The aim of Lomography is to depreciate
formal photographic techniques, to stress the creative, experimental, fun side of analogue
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Figure 4.1 Hiromix, Untitled, 1998. C-print.
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Figure 4.2 Nan Goldin, Getting High, New York City, 1979. C-print.
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Figure 4.3 Ryan McGinley, Self-Portrait Root Canal, New York, 1999. C-print.
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Figure 4.4 Corinne Day, Georgina, Brixton, 1993. C-print.
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photography, and to ‘study and document the world's surface by taking millions of
snapshots of it’.16 By adopting the term lomography instead of photography, lomograph instead
of photograph, and lomographer instead of photographer, Lomography attempts to
distinguish itself from other forms of photography, emphasising a spontaneity and
experimentalism crystallised in the motto Don’t Think, Just Shoot, and in the 10 Golden Rules
(Figure 4.5 – 4.6):
At the very core of Lomography lie the 10 Golden Rules - to guide and disarm you
of all the formalities and complications that you know about photography.
They’re the very essence of our “Don’t Think, Just Shoot” motto. After all,
Lomography is all about having fun while taking good pictures. Memorise it by
heart, or break all the rules; either way, be ready to throw all your inhibitions
about photography away!
1. Take your camera everywhere you go.
2. Use it any time – day and night.
3. Lomography is not an interference in your life, but part of it.
4. Try the shot from the hip.
5. Approach the objects of your Lomographic desire as close as possible.
6. Don’t think. (William Firebrace)
7. Be fast.
8. You don’t have to know beforehand what you captured on film.
9. Afterwards either.
10. Don’t worry about any rules.17
The motto Don’t Think, Just Shoot and the 10 Golden Rules encourage camera users to shoot
without thinking. Lomography promotes an attitude of liberation, and invests value in
everyday details that normally go unnoticed. The official Lomography website, offers an
explicit explanation of the 10 Golden Rules. The act of ‘clicking’ the shutter is described as a
way of releasing the inner voice and one’s deepest desires, of capturing unexpected,
spontaneous and sudden moments. The motto encourages people to take pictures
anywhere and anytime, insisting that the photographic moment does not restrict itself to
the merely beautiful, but belongs to everyday life. Lomography proposes to ‘investigate the
world from the inside’. As a Lomographer, one should treat oneself as an essential part of
the situation in order to claim an authentic perception of one’s personal life.18 The
organisation hosts exhibitions, parties, tours and workshops in different cities, with massive
LomoWalls showcasing colourful images. 19 The website lomography.com provides a
platform for users to exhibit and share their works. The shops that sell the cameras, known
as Lomography Embassy Stores20 and Lomography Gallery Stores21, have been established
worldwide, and serve as galleries where local lomographers meet (Figure 4.7). All these
activities promote the idea of seeing the world from a different point of view, of being
ready to accept the accident, of being free, creative, original.
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Figure 4.5 Don’t Think, Just Shoot. Images from Lomography Official Website.
http://www.lomography.com/about/the-ten-golden-rules
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Figure 4.6 Don’t Think, Just Shoot. Images from Lomography Official Website.
http://www.lomography.com/about/the-ten-golden-rules
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Figure 4.7 Lomography Gallery Store: Tokyo (Japan), Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), Paris (France)
http://www.lomography.com/about/worldwide
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One of the most celebrated features of Lomography is its low-fidelity snapshot aesthetic:
the dark corners produced by vignetting (known as the ‘tunnel effect’) signify mystery and
longing; the colour saturation and the high contrast invest the image with a dreamy quality;
light leakage and double exposures superimpose different images onto one another,
creating new meanings. Such snapshot effects have been simulated as pre-programmed
effects in digital cameras and mobile phones, lending any digital image an ‘analogue style’
(Figure 4.8). Digital programmes such as ShakeItPhoto even simulate analogue processes,
like vignetting, colour shifting and chemical development. After capturing an image via the
mobile phone’s camera, the phone emits the sound of film being wound on, and the image
is made to appear gradually out of a grey green murky square by ‘shaking’ the mobile
phone (Figure 4.9).
As for the results, if we quickly browse the online photo-sharing websites we find an
abundance of banal photographs about personal life ‘coloured’ with low-fidelity analogue
visual effects. This situation raises some questions: how to understand the low-fidelity
snapshot aesthetic in relation to memory? What is the purpose of all this incessant shooting
without thinking? What is the value of remembering when one does not know what has
actually been captured?
I would argue that the motto Don’t Think, Just Shoot and the 10 Golden Rules were devised
solely for commercial reasons. At the heart of the ‘analogue photographic experience’ is a
strategy to turn ordinary, simple cameras into fetishised commodities. For example, the
legend of how the founders ‘discovered’ Lomo cameras has invested the apparatus with
mystique by suggesting it is not just a camera, but a camera with story, 22 while the variety of
compatible gadgets provides different photo-shooting possibilities and suggests the
celebration of democracy (Figure 4.10).23 The ideology of Lomography has created a gap
between itself and conventional snapshot photography, and has also successfully
encouraged customers to consume more films, to purchase more compatible gadgets and
to pursue so-called ‘uniqueness’. As a consequence, the company has been able to sell its
simple cameras at remarkably high prices.
However, the toy camera trend also provides an insight into contemporary personal
photography. First of all there is the emphasis on analogue visual effects. With the
development of photographic and optical technologies, capturing high quality images has
become a straightforward matter. For young amateurs accustomed to clear images, then,
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Figure 4.8 Pre-programmed mobile phone ‘analogue snapshot’ effects.
Mobile phone screenshots (images processed using the CameraBag app).
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Figure 4.9 Digital programme ShakeItPhoto simulates the developing process of instant cameras.
Mobile phone screenshots.
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Figure 4.10 Cameras from Lomography: The World Bundle Bag - Megalomaniac £ 1,607.0
(Can’t get no satisfaction? Go ahead and splurge with the Megalomaniac World
Bundle Bag, sure to satiate the serious Lomographer’s eclectic needs and tastes
in one Packract Bag!)
http://uk.shop.lomography.com/cameras/the-world-bundle-bag-megalomaniac
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the optical effects of toy cameras represent a different visual experience. Such snapshot
effects can be understood in terms of the contemporary visual coding of memory: the
blurred images create a nostalgic aura, the vignetting provides a sense of peeping, and light
leakage suggests contingency and the absence of control. The unexpected optical effects
created by the plastic lens provide easy shortcuts to the kind of creative and experimental
analogue photography championed by Lomography, transforming any banal or boring
photograph into a stylish image.
The fetishisation of analogue effects also points to the contemporary importance of the
photographic process: Lomography sells the analogue camera experience, while mobile
phone applications simulate the analogue developing process. I would suggest that this
preoccupation with the photographic process has been influenced by the development of
digital technologies. Taking my own experience as an example, I used to struggle to decide
which camera to bring with me when travelling. I tended to think first of all of the types of
memory that I would like to keep, before choosing the camera capable of producing such
memories. I selected equipment based on its photographic results: the Polaroid SX-70
produces three-inch-square glazed photographs with saturated colours; the horizon
Kompakt camera produces panoramic images; Rolleiflex TLRs produce square format,
soft-toned photographs – each camera offers a different, predefined visual experience.
My habits have changed since the introduction of photo-editing and archiving software
programmes. Nowadays, I do not carry as many cameras as I used to, relying only a digital
camera equipped with a high capacity memory card. I first photograph the same scenarios
from various angles, trying different compositions, and making sure that the scene has
been successfully documented. After saving all the images onto the computer, I select and
retouch them in Adobe Photoshop – enlarging them, cropping them, adding effects, and
adjusting the brightness and colour contrast. The retouching process has become, for me, a
way of retracing memories of the photographic moment. The digital photographs are
treated neither as inert nor passive, but as mutable images that can be reshaped over and
over again. In other words, my procedure has been reversed: instead of deciding
beforehand on the desired photographic results and then choosing the appropriate
apparatus, I begin by taking an enormous amount of photographs as source material, and
then modify the documented memories in photo-editing software programmes. My
intention in relating my experience here is to point out that digital technologies have
provided users more freedom and authority to modify photographic images, while at the
same time, they have also influenced the way camera equipment is used. To choose a
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specific camera is to choose how one intends to experience and to remember the subject
matter. The images it produces are less important than the experience it provides.
The above discussion has indicated that the development of photographic technologies
tends to provide users more control over the editing of the final images. Referring to
Freud’s proposition that all forms of auxiliary apparatus are invented to intensify our
sensory functions, and that the purpose of photographic technology is to retain visual
impressions and to enhance the power of recollection, one might suggest that the
contemporary photographic situation is characterised by the wish to gain more control
over memory, to post-produce memories in diverse ways. This recognition has led me to
think about mise en scène as the post-production of memory. In the following discussion, I
shall consider my own photographic inquiries into the imagined city by treating the process
of mise en scène as the post-production of memories.

Mise en scène as the post-production of memory
I will begin by using Sigmund Freud’s essay ‘A Note upon The “Mystic Writing-Pad”’
(1925) as a model for discussing the process of mise en scène in my practice. This essay offers
an account of the production of memory in terms of inscription. Freud begins with the
analogy of writing apparatuses in order to picture the functioning of the perceptual
apparatus of the mind. He explains that whenever he mistrusted his memories, he would
‘make a note in writing’, which became a materialised portion of his mnemic apparatus,
allowing him to reproduce the memory at any time so long as he remembered where it had
been deposited. Freud goes on to outline the available apparatuses for enhancing either the
faculty of retention or that of reception: if one were to choose a writing surface which
preserved the note, as a ‘permanent memory-trace’, the sheet would fill up with writing and
finally lose its receptive capacity, while even the ‘permanent trace’ itself might lose its value
over time. Another procedure would be to write with a piece of chalk on a slate, which
would allow the notes to be destroyed ‘as soon as they cease to be of interest to him’.24 On
the other hand, there would be no permanent trace: ‘either the receptive surface must be
renewed or the note must be destroyed’. There are limitations to both apparatus. Freud
explains:
All the forms of auxiliary apparatus which we have invented for the
improvement or intensification of our sensory functions are built on the same
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model as the sense organs themselves or portions of them: for instance,
spectacles, photographic cameras, trumpets. Measured by this standard, devices
to aid our memory seem particularly imperfect, since our mental apparatus
accomplishes precisely what they cannot: it has an unlimited receptive capacity
for new perceptions and nevertheless lays down permanent – even though not
unalterable – memory traces of them.25
Freud proposes to use the system Pcpt.-Cs. (perception-consciousness) to understand the
faculty of memory, which
receives perceptions but retains no permanent trace of them, so that it can react
like a clean sheet to every new perception; while the permanent traces of the
excitations which have been received are preserved in ‘mnemic systems’ lying
behind the perceptual system.26
Freud then turns for a solution to the ‘Mystic Writing-Pad’, a small device capable of
serving both the faculty of retention and of reception, acting as a mnemic apparatus. It
offers a complex layering of inscriptions. The lower part is a slab of dark brown resin or
wax with a paper edging. On top of the wax slab, there is a thin, transparent sheet
consisting of two layers that can be detached from one another: the upper layer is a
transparent piece of celluloid, and the lower layer is made of thin, translucent waxed paper.
The writer uses a pointed stylus to write on the upper sheet, which presses the lower sheet
onto the wax slab and leaves traces on it. To destroy what has been written, the user simply
has to ‘raise the double covering-sheet from the wax slab by a light pull’:27 the writing on
the receptive surface vanishes and one can start all over again. Nevertheless, while the
transparent celluloid acts as a protective sheath for the waxed paper below, permanent
traces are retained on the wax slab, legible in suitable light. In other words, the mystic
writing-pad ‘provides not only a receptive surface that can be used over and over again, like
a slate, but also permanent traces of what has been written, like an ordinary paper pad: it
solves the problem of combining the two functions by dividing them between two separate but
interrelated component parts or systems’.28
Freud uses the Mystic Writing-Pad device as a heuristic approximation of the structure of
the mind’s perceptual apparatus. The topography of the psyche is not related to ‘anatomical
localities but to regions in the mental apparatus, wherever they may be situated in the
body’.29 Here, I shall consider my deployment of mise en scène according to this model, with
a view to understanding the post-production of memories in relation to the imagined city.
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First of all there is the upper layer of the Mystic Writing-Pad, the transparent piece of
celluloid which represents the conscious system. This layer has two functions: to receive
fresh excitation from external stimuli, and to provide a protective shield that diminishes the
excitation from those stimuli. This layer acts as a ‘special envelope or membrane’ that only
allows fragments of the original intensity to enter the next layer. In Project A and Project
B, I experimented with different photographic activities, such as sending and receiving
postcards from my-other-self as a means of intervening in my own physical encounters
with the city; requiring myself to photograph miniature figurines at specific times (fourhourly intervals) in order to dissolve geographical boundaries; imposing the same routes
upon two city maps in order to spark free associations; allowing my everyday routines to be
directed by the exposure time of a pinhole camera. These experimental rules were devised
to encourage chance encounters in the city. The process also opened up different
possibilities that interrupted my habitual routines: it functioned as a means of receiving
stimuli from the outer world and of recording an infinite amount of material. On the other
hand, the process endowed me with the status of observer and restricted my activities,
functioning as a protective shield preventing certain stimuli from leaving memory traces.
The second layer of the Mystic Writing-Pad is the waxed paper. This layer lies between the
upper receptive layer where the outer stimuli are registered, and the lower wax slab where
the permanent traces are retained. In terms of the topography of the psyche, this layer
represents the preconscious that censors what enters the unconscious from the conscious.
The process of photographic mise en scène in my practice functions like this layer. While
following the self-imposed rules in my encounters with the physical environment, the
practice of staging was one of controlling which images were manifested in the final
photographs and how. It is important to note that this process was also mediated by the
operation of photographic equipment. In my practice, I have used different technologies
including a digital camera, a pinhole camera, an analogue camera and a printer. The
equipment functioned as an apparatus that censored memories, and mediated my approach
to the subject matter. As mise en scène, this process was one of post-producing memories,
revealing the traces left by controlling my encounters in the physical environment, and
manifesting the images as photographs.
The model of the Mystic Writing-Pad offers an analogy that pictures the perceptual
apparatus of the mind as two separate but interrelated levels. In the analogy, one level
consists of transparent celluloid on top of waxed paper, the latter, for Freud, representing
the Perception-Consciousness system that receives stimuli but forms no permanent traces,
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the former acting as a protective shield. On this level, Freud compares the ‘appearance and
disappearance of the writing with the flickering-up and passing-away of consciousness in
the process of perception’.30 The second level is the wax slab, which represents the
unconscious. I have compared my physical encounters with the city with the celluloid layer,
and the process of photographic mise en scène with the layer of waxed paper. The results of
mise en scène, the final photographs, correspond to the wax slab. Freud explains that this
bottom layer is where the inscriptions are retained permanently. The metaphor of the wax
slab has it that the memory is immutable and unchangeable once inscribed in the
unconscious. However, it is important to note that Freud conceives the unconscious as
timeless and its contents as lacking any temporal order. David Bate explains that in Freud’s
topography,
there are no memories, as such, in the unconscious (since it has no concept of
time or reality, it is not a type of ‘historical record’), only mnemic inscriptions,
most inaccessible, which is the trace ‘left by the memory’.31
What has been retained in the unconscious is energy received from the conscious and
passing through the preconscious, gaining access to the system Pcpt.-Cs. The permanent
trace of what was written is retained upon the wax slab itself and is ‘legible in suitable
lights’.32 My photographic practice of staging memories has exercised a capacity for infinite
reception and retention; but if the inscriptions on the wax slab are inaccessible, what is the
role of the final photographic results in my practice of staging memories? How can I
understand the ‘mnemic inscriptions’ that are ‘left by the memory’ in the photographic
images?
In order to clarify the role of the photographic images themselves in my use of mise en scène,
I have made use of the idea of the art of memory, a term that describes techniques invented
to support the natural (mnemic) ability to inscribe things in memory. In The Art of Memory,33
Frances A. Yates traces the history of these techniques from the time of the Greek orators,
detailing the ways in which people learned to retain vast stores of knowledge before the
invention of printing. At the beginning of the book, Yates uses the classic story told by
Cicero in De oratore in the course of discussing memory as one of the five parts of rhetoric.
The poet Simonides of Ceos chanted a lyric poem in honour of the nobleman Scopas at a
banquet, and the poem included a passage in praise of the twin gods Castor and Pollux.
After Simonides’ performance, the host Scopas meanly told the poet that he would only
pay half the sum agreed upon for the panegyric, and the poet should obtain the balance
from the twin gods to whom he had devoted half the poem. A little later, Simonides was
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informed that two young men were waiting outside to see him, so he had to leave the
banquet.34 During Simonides’ short absence, the roof collapsed and crushed all the guests
to death. The corpses were so mangled that the relatives were unable to recognise them,
but Simonides could identify the bodies, because he ‘remembered the places at which they
had been sitting at the table’35. This story is said to represent the invention of the art of
memory.
Yates continues to recount how the art of memory has been practiced in different times
and in different forms, from the Renaissance era of Giordano Bruno to the emergence of
the scientific method in the seventeenth century (Figure 4.11). Memorisation in ancient
Rome was treated as an art, a technique that could be learned and mastered so that the
orator could deliver long speeches with accuracy.36 Memory also served as a means of
encouraging ethical development and as a strategy for creating a sense of religious kinship
and fraternity. The art of memory comprised a system of mnemonics designed to aid recall.
Memory is fundamentally spatial and works according to an orderly arrangement of places.
According to the art of memory, it is crucial to create loci within which ‘images’ can be
placed. Yates refers to the anonymous Ad C. Herennium, the description of the classical
mnemonic, to illuminate the organisation and structuring of memory:
The artificial memory is established from places and images [Constat igitur
artificiosa memoria ex locis et imaginibus], the stock definition to be forever repeated
down the ages. A locus is a place easily grasped by the memory, such as a house,
an intercolumnar space, a corner, an arch, or the like. Images are forms, marks or
simulacra [formae, notae, simulacra] of what we wish to remember. For instance if
we wish to recall the genus of a horse, of a lion, of an eagle, we must place their
images on definite loci.
The art of memory is like an inner writing. Those who know the letters of the
alphabet can write down what is dictated to them and read out what they have
written. Likewise those who have learned mnemonics can set in places what they
have heard and deliver it from memory. ‘For the places are very much like wax
tablets or papyrus, the images like the letters, the arrangement and disposition of
the images like the script, and the delivery is like the reading.’
If we wish to remember much material we must equip ourselves with a large
number of places. It is essential that the places should form a series and must be
remembered in their order, so that we can start from any locus in the series and
move either backwards or forwards from it. […] ‘If these have been arranged in
order, the result will be that, reminded by the images, we can repeat orally what
we have committed to the loci, proceeding in either direction from any locus we
please.’
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Figure 4.11 (Left) Abbey memory system; (Right) Images to be used in the Abbey memory system.
From Johannes Romberch, Cogestorium Artificiose Memorie, ed. of Venice, 1533.
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The formation of the loci is of the greatest importance, for the same set of loci can
be used again and again from remembering different material. The images which
have placed on them for remembering one set of things fade and are effaced
when we make no further use of them. But the loci remain in the memory and
can be used again by placing another set of images for another set of material.
The loci are like the wax tablets which remain when what is written on them has
been effaced and are ready to be written on again.37
The classical art of memory refers to the ability to store remarkable amounts of
information in certain loci for future recall. Mnemonic principles and techniques systematise
that experience whereby when ‘groping in memory for a word or a name, some quite
absurd and random association, something which has “stuck” in the memory, will help us
to dredge it up’.38 In a word, the art of memory creates a system to organise visual sense
and spatial orientation in relation to memory, by structuring images in places, ordering
elements in limited sets, and associating images with one another. The mnemonic
techniques rely on memorised spatial relationships in order to establish, order and recollect
content.
The loci in the art of memory refer to spatial locations such as a house, the space between
columns, a corner or an arch. In Chapter One I quoted David Bate’s proposal that the
concept of mise en scène allows us to recognise the image ‘as a place of work, a site of
meaning and production, of precisely staging’.39 The concept of loci in the art of memory
provides a way of thinking about the photographic image as a place for the play of desire. In
my practice, I deliberately recall memories to direct physical encounters, and then use
photographic mise en scène to reveal the imagined city as an in-between state. The work of mise
en scène has been treated as a mnemonic technique to censor the unremarked images, to
systemise and organise memories, and to translate psychical images into photographs. The
photographic images that I have produced through mise en scène function as loci to retain
memories.
The metaphor of souvenirs helps illuminate this treatment of photographs as loci.40 As we
have seen, the importance of the souvenir is not its materiality as an object, but the
authentic experiences it embodies. Souvenirs represent a sample of now-distant
experiences, and also function to envelop the present within the past. According to Susan
Stewart, the souvenir ‘must remain impoverished and partial so that it can be supplemented
by a narrative discourse, a narrative discourse which articulates the play of desire’.41 In my
practice, the photographic images are taken as souvenirs that authenticate the traces of my
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experiences of the imagined city. This is also to say that my practice of mise en scène
constructs souvenirs of the imagined city –transforming the outer, physical environment
into personal experiences, the exterior into interior, and reducing the public and the
monumental to the miniature. And so, if I treat the photographic works as loci, what is it
that has been located within the photographs? What are the authentic experiences the
photographs embody, as souvenirs? What are the memories of the imagined city that have
been staged in the photographs?

Mise en scène as post-production
At the start of Chapter One, I used images from the vodka advertisement series Absolut
Cities as examples to explain the relationship between individual subjectivity and the city.
Within the images, the vodka bottles exist as ‘encapsulated spaces’ which identify the
physical environment of the cities according to specific qualities. At the same time, the
variety of manifestations stand metaphorically for the way the same physical environment
can be looked at from various different points of view. I have used mise en scène in my
photographic practice to investigate the ‘encapsulated space’ of the imagined city. The
purpose of the contrived rules in each project was to deliberately recall memories to layer
over my encounters with the physical environment. Throughout the process, memories in
my psychical space and images of the physical environment are blended together, to form
images of the imagined city. The practice of mise en scène post-produces such images and
locates experiences within photographs as loci. The final photographic images are souvenirs
embodying memories of the imagined city.
Freud’s concept of ‘screen memory’ may help to clarify the process whereby memories are
recalled as a means of encountering the physical environment and forming the imagined
city. The concept bears on the repression of childhood memories. Childhood memories are
treated as fragmentary recollections that have left ineradicable traces in the depths of an
adult’s mind. Freud notes that while childhood memories are destined to influence one’s
life, what we remember of them is ‘either nothing at all or a relatively small number of
isolated recollections which are often of dubious or enigmatic importance’.42 This is
because childhood memories are characteristically ‘screened’ by mnemic images that
disguise and displace them. Freud explains:
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It may indeed be questioned whether we have any memories at all from our
childhood: memories relating to our childhood may be all that we possess. Our
childhood memories show us our earliest years not as they were but as they
appeared at the later periods when the memories were aroused. In these periods
of arousal, the childhood memories did not, as people are accustomed to say,
emerge; they were formed at that time. And a number of motives, with no concern
for historical accuracy, had a part in forming them, as well as in the selection of
the memories themselves.43
Childhood memories are characterised both by their unusual sharpness and by the apparent
insignificance of their content. The analyst’s goal is to locate the essential element that will
reveal the content that has been ‘forgotten’. Thus, if I look at my photographic images as
souvenirs which embody my memories of the imagined city, I see that such memories are a
fantasy about ‘home’. My attentiveness to the cities has been evolving throughout the
process of research. Italo Calvino writes in Invisible Cities: ‘For those who pass it without
entering, the city is one thing; it is another for those who are trapped by it and never leave.
There is the city where you arrive for the first time, and there is another city which you
leave never to return’.44 I still remember how I used to imagine the ‘foreign’ city of London
through reading books and watching films before coming to the city. When I first arrived
in London, my vision of its everyday life was coloured by my memories of Taipei. And
now, after living in London for several years, I realise that the longer I live in the city, the
more intricate the city becomes. On the other hand, my image of Taipei has also become
multifaceted. Today, in the twenty-first century, it is easy to get in touch with people on the
other side of the world. I chat with friends, share my news on social networks and talk to
my family via the internet. Sigmund Freud notes that the role of technological innovation is
the improvement and intensification of human senses. In this case, I use the World Wide
Web to dissolve geographical boundaries. To chat with friends by typing and to talk to
families on the phone is to feel less distant from my hometown. Nevertheless, once in a
while when I go back to Taipei, I am surprised at how things have changed during my
absence: the look of the city, the newly-built and the demolished architecture, the changing
shops, and even the aging of my families and friends. Moving back and forth between
London and Taipei, my awareness and even my memories of these cities are called into
question: what is the destination? Where is my ‘home’? What is the city?
Looking at my photographic images as souvenirs that embody the imagined city, I realise
that the play of desire in the photographs is a fantasy about home. Home is a private and
intimate space that provides one with a sense of security. Personal belongings in a home
demonstrate the occupier’s identity. Home is an image of shelter that envelops, wraps and
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protects the inhabitant, and it is also the base from which one sets out to experience the
city. This recognition informs my photographic practices in the project that follows
(Project C), in which I have investigated how city life shapes my memories of home, how
the interior and the exterior interact with each other to construct the imagined city, and
how the spaces of home bear the traces of memories. In this chapter, I have identified the
products of mise en scène, the photographic images themselves, as souvenirs. In the project
that follows, I use mise en scène to stage a series of photographs that explore the articulation
of desire and narrative embodied in the souvenir.
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Self-Portrait: Me and My Happiness
you can see me, you cannot see my happiness
i cannot see myself, i can see my happiness
c-prints, 20 x 25 cm
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In self-portraits, the photographer performs before the lens, interpreting and
directing herself. My intention with this self-portraiture project is to capture my
own images in relation to how I look at myself. Looking at oneself without a mirror,
one sees only four limbs and a body: one does not see oneself as a ‘whole’.
First of all, I took pictures of myself, my limbs and body, from my own point of
view. Then I printed the images out on photographic paper and cut out my figure.
Finally I placed the images of myself in the set of a dolls’ house. The theatrical
interior of the dolls’ house suggests a sense of perfection which implies the idea of
‘happiness’.
I used a micro-lens to photograph the images in 16:9 format with different sources
of lighting: desk lamp, torch and the light from a mobile. The two-dimensional cutout photographs and their three-dimensional miniature setting were condensed
onto a single dimensional plane by the camera. The process of constructing and
photographing the scene involved projecting myself into the dolls’ house – I had to
see the place, live in it, experience the ‘happiness’.
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Ways of Moving
pinhole polaroids, 10 x 10 cm
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original models
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Exhibition Installation, Home, 2008 Biennale, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts
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This project was inspired by a traditional Chinese funeral ritual. In order to give our
blessing to the ancestors in the after-world, we prepare various models made
from paper, such as paper cars, paper combs, or paper clothes. We burn these
objects to ‘deliver’ them to the after-world. The act of burning is a process of
transformation – we prepare paper models to remember the dead, while at the
same time we burn them to forget our yearning and sadness.
In this work, I used photographs to construct a set of the room I lived in New
Cross, London. There were three stages to the project:
The first stage was to collect and gather materials. I used a digital camera to take
numerous pictures of my room, all from the same perspective, for the background
of the set. I also took pictures of the furniture and my personal belongings from
different angles, for instance photographing each side of the cabinet, the desktop,
the bookshelf, etc.
The second stage was to construct the room. I used Adobe Photoshop to work
on the images, stitching together the different shots of the various objects, before
printing the image out on photographic paper, cutting it out, and folding it so as to
transform it back into a three-dimensional object. In other words, the original
scene was captured in photographs, imported onto a computer and reassembled
with Adobe Photoshop, before finally being re-converted into a collection of threedimensional objects by folding the photographic paper.
The third stage was to photograph the constructed room. I used a pinhole
Polaroid camera to ‘record’ the setting. Some accidents occurred during the long
exposures, such as furniture falling over or the paper models falling apart.
Because of the pinhole Polaroid camera’s long exposures, only what was truly still
left traces on the film. The photographic results require a double vision – the
viewer looks at a photograph of a room, and also a photograph of photographs.
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Travelling Home
images captured with a phone camera, printed on slides, mounted on slide viewers
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Exhibition Installation, CastleField Gallery, Manchester, UK
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As an international student living in London, I do not have a permanent place to
live. My ‘contract’ with that intimate space, home, has always been decided by
the schedule of the academic year. Intentionally and accidentally, I have moved
more than twelve times in the past six years. Every time I had to perform the task
of packing and moving, I meditated on what I could really bring with me. How
could I pack the memories of this private space, my base in the city for that
period?
This project has explored the ideas of familiarity and foreignness in different cities:
First, I searched for the addresses at which I had lived on Google StreetView,
using the interactive software to find the image that corresponded to my
memories of the specific locations.
Second, I placed the constructed miniature interior spaces in front of a laptop
screen, and photographed the set with the camera phone. The process of
constructing the set gave me a chance to scrutinise my memories, and the use of
the camera phone gave me more freedom to explore my relation to the miniature
spaces.
Third, the same elements (furniture, personal belongings…) were staged and
arranged differently in each image. This process worked as a filter to purify my
personal perception of the home(s).
Finally, I printed the photographic images on slides, and mounted them on slideviewers, calling to mind the idea of the souvenir.
The purpose of constructing the miniature settings was to deliberately invoke the
flash of memory, and to disturb the fixity of time and space. By constructing and
photographing the miniature settings, I have finally packed and moved the home(s)
with me.
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My personal experience of travelling in and between cities has motivated this practicebased inquiry into the potential of mise en scène as a means of investigating the imbrication of
memories and perceptions of the physical environment. Mise en scène has been devised as a
photographic method of experiencing the imagined city, which I have identified as a
transitional phenomenon located somewhere between the physical environment and
psychical space.
I would like to conclude by recounting an incident that I experienced, in order to explain
how these photographic projects have mediated my memories and intervened in the way I
encounter the physical environment. During the final stages of this research, I started to
read my journals in order to trace the development of my original propositions. I found a
memo written in 2005. I remembered that at that time I was living in university
accommodation, sharing the kitchen and toilets with other people, and the only space I
‘owned' was my room.
I had written: ‘This morning I was in bed. Half-asleep and half-awake, I heard some noises
from the kitchen. I thought it was mom; she always prepares amazingly delicious breakfast
in the early morning on weekends. I quickly pulled myself from my dream back to reality,
opened my eyes, and found I was actually in this tiny room. It was the flatmate who is
ALWAYS up early and moves loudly. I was so annoyed that she disturbed my sleep. I tried
to get back to sleep but I could not. At the same time, I was actually very surprised… how
could the same noise induce so many different emotional reactions in me?'
The note records the merging of dream and reality in psychical space. In order to ‘work on'
this experience, I made an animation entitled my memory of you is already fading. This title was
borrowed from a line in Alain Resnais's Hiroshima Mon Amour (1959), about the brief
encounter between a French actress (Emmanuele Riva, referred to as ‘Elle') and a Japanese
architect (Eiji Okuda, referred to as ‘Lui'). In the film, the woman repetitively narrates her
youthful memories of a love affair with a German soldier during the war, while the man
interjects to say that she is wrong, contradicting her statements and effectively negating her
past. The sad woman cries: ‘it's horrible, my memory of you is already fading. I'm
beginning to forget you. It makes me afraid, to forget so much love'.
That morning, the experience of having different emotional reactions to the same noise, in
a state of being half-asleep and half-awake, reminded me of the line in the film. The work
my memory of you is already fading is a short black-and-white animation comprised of still
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photographs of the interior space of a miniature set, incorporating a bedroom, a living
room, a bathroom, a balcony, and a study. Without the occupier ever appearing, the
furniture and the objects in these interior spaces were constantly touched and moved,
accompanied by the sounds of daily routines such as the brushing of teeth, the opening and
closing of doors – traces of human occupancy. I made the work to project my fantasy of
home, the desire to live freely and comfortably in a proper house.
However, this animation project ‘disappeared' when my computer hard drive crashed.
Were it not for the memo that I found, perhaps I would have forgotten what had
happened on that particular morning – I have already forgotten that flatmate and even the
layout of the accommodation. My memories of that morning were evoked as I read the
scribbled note in the journal. The incident led me to think about two things. First, the
technique of memory. The memo I found was the direct record of the thoughts I had in
mind, the very first idea before making the artwork. Since the motivation was strong
enough, I started to make the work: setting up the background, constructing the miniature
scenarios, developing the mise en scène and photographing the set. In the course of making
an artwork, unexpected factors might influence its production – the final piece might not
turn out exactly as I imagined beforehand, but it would still embody my memories of the
incident that occurred that morning. So what is the difference between the memories
preserved in the two forms, the scribbled note and the artwork?
The second issue raised by this example has to do with the value of the photographic
works in relation to my memories. As I have explained in the thesis, I treat my
photographic works as souvenirs that embody the memories of past experiences. If the
artwork still existed, and had I the chance to exhibit it on different occasions, this artwork,
as the souvenir that provides a reliable conduit to authentic past experiences, might have
recalled my memories over and over again. I might still remember clearly what happened
that morning. I might even exaggerate or dramatise the story every time I explain the work,
and the viewers' interpretations might also multiply my memories of that morning. But,
having lost the artwork, I forgot the incident – at least until I found the note. So what
happened to the memory?
The incident of finding the memo, and the questions it inspired about how memories have
informed the photographic projects, illustrate my proposition regarding the unfixed nature
of memories. My experiences of travelling between different cities have blurred the
boundaries between intimacy and openness, bringing out the space of the in-between, the
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imagined city. I have advanced the concept of autobiographical remembrance as a mixture
of memory and desire, and my use of mise en scène provides a way of understanding the role
that memories play in the unfolding of desire. As for the research outcome, I found that
the idea of the imagined city does not appear as a stable image of a city, but as a constantly
remodelled relationship between the physical environment and psychical space. Personal
memories are not the direct recording of past experiences, neither are they what one
remembers or forgets; instead, memory is a flexible agency which involves complicated
encoding process – memories are reconstructions of the past that have been filtered and
interpreted. While attempting to track down particular memories, abundant associated
memories have been aroused and merged with each other. Our ability to talk about
'memories' has less to do with our ability to recollect precise facts than to the creation of
stories that generate memories. I have referred in this thesis to Sigmund Freud's concept of
screen memories, which has it that childhood memories do not emerge from the past, but
are formed at the time of recall. Recollection and projection are essential ingredients in the
search for memories, which is a never-ending process. Since I understand memory to be an
unfixed psychical image that cannot be entirely grasped, my investigation of the
relationship between cities and memory has been less concerned with what memory is than
with how it might be worked on photographically, through mise en scène.
My use of mise en scène in photography has involved different ways of continuously shaping
my own remembered experiences, in order to create memories, retrace memories, question
or clarify memories. Of course, I understand that all photographs are the result of 'staging'.
To take a photograph is to decide what to remember. The moment that one decides to
release the shutter one 'selects' the image from the large number of all other possible
images. Different photographic techniques, such as changing the lens, adjusting the
aperture or shutter speed, altering the colour saturation or the contrast in post-production
– all these contribute to the visualisation of the ideal images that might represent what one
has conceived. Whether quickly capturing the scene in a snapshot, or carefully directing the
elements in front of the lens, or deliberately fabricating the photographs, all types of
photography involve some kind of intervention: the difference is one of degree. The
concept of mise en scène offers a way of thinking about photography as a process of
intervening in the subject matter. In my practice, mise en scène figures as a ritualised process
of remembrance initiating the staging of memory, by deliberately recalling memories, arranging
and preserving them in different ways, using memory to reconstruct the past and
imagination to reconstruct the present, creating and mediating memories, and inscribing
memories via photographic techniques.
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In Chapter One, I discussed the notion of the imagined city, and suggested that mise en scène
in photography could be developed as a methodology for exploring it, while at the same
time pointing out the limitations of the existing literature bearing on mise en scène. In order
to explore the intermediary role played by photography in the relationship between the
physical environment of cities and the individual's psychical space (my own), I divided the
thesis into three sections. The first part (Chapter Two and Project A) used personal
experiences as examples to investigate the role of subjectivity in relation to the imagined city.
The second part (Chapter Three and Project B) referred to the existing literature on urban
walking in order to develop the discussion of subjectivity and the city. The third part (Chapter
Four and Project C) examined how the medium of photography has been understood as a
mnemonic technology, in order to explore the interrelationship between subjectivity, the city
and photography. The entire thesis has been designed to unfold the complexity of the
experience of travelling in and between cities, with theory and practice figuring as different
strategies for tackling the same research questions. Here, I shall again evaluate the
contribution of each of the photographic projects to the exploration of subjectivity, the
city, and photography.
Following Chapter Two, which detailed the personal experience of watching the same film
in different cities, and treated the imagined city as a transitional phenomenon relating
physical environment and psychical space, Project A experimented with photographic mise
en scène as a means of exploring this transitional space. Here, the practice of mise en scène
refers to the process of experiencing the imagined city, and the photographic images are
treated as a site for the play of desire. The 'snapshots' and visual diaries of Project A
function both as mnemonic tools and communicative acts, establishing continuities
between past and present, the present and the future. Different photographic forms were
used in order to shape subjective experience: filmic images in Goodbye, Goodbye Dragon Inn,
postcards in Mail Project, and instant photographs in Paralleling Memories. The contrived rules
dictating the photographic activity helped to invoke subjective narratives that interacted
with the physical environment. When reading the same photographic image in different
cities, later interpretations revised the meaning of what was remembered, shaping the way I
built up memories. The photographs were treated as souvenirs evoking memories, and the
growing imperfection of their material state connoted the continuity between cities and
time. As objects that portend future recollection, the photographs in Project A hold the
remembrance of things past in tension with the images that confront one in the present.
The cognitive and affective complexity involved in the photographic processes helped to
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build up the sense of continuity and to mould the process of remembrance, articulating
memories by means of the sustained intermingling of personal narratives with other stories.
Following Chapter Three’s theoretical account of some of the discourses and practices that
have deployed walking as a means of exploring the city’s in-between spaces, Project B
continued to work through the possibilities offered by photography for developing
subjective perceptions of the physical environment. These works explored various facets of
photography as a means of recording memory, using certain self-imposed rules as a starting
point. In Tracing Memories, chance encounters were encouraged by tracing a route travelled
in Taipei onto a map of London, and following it. In Colour of Time the exposure times of
photographs taken with a pinhole camera were determined by the duration of certain
everyday activities, while in xxx Was Here exposure times directed experiences of the
physical environment. All these photographic works reflected on the epistemological
categories of private and public, recollection and projection. Using photographic activity
and camera equipment to mediate physical experience, Project B adopted strategies of
control and the absence of control to encourage different ways of looking at the everyday,
re-working daily routine to function as a structure for diverse chance encounters. In Project
B mise en scène figured as a method for placing myself under different conditions within the
same physical environment, so as to construct and reflect on the intersections between the
past, present and the future.
In order to examine the correlations between the city, subjectivity and photography,
Chapter Four used mise en scène as a way of thinking about photography as a mnemonic
technology. The strategy of 'staging memories' in Project C represented a summation of the
previous two photographic projects, applying contrived methods to investigate how
memories, as vague psychical images, concretise themselves via photographs. The work
Self-Portrait: Me and My Happiness used cut-out photographs as surrogates onto which I
could project my subjective imagination. The process of manipulating cut-out self-portraits
within the set of a dollhouse aroused different states of perception, reminiscent of Barthes'
discussion of the situation of being photographed.1 During the process of taking
photographs, I presented my mental self-image as 'the one I think I am'; I showed the
idealised self-image as 'the one I want others to think I am', 'the one the photographer
thinks I am', and the public self-image as 'the one the photographer makes use of when
exhibiting his art'. The process involved internal mental image-processing and external acts
of picture-taking. Ways of Moving, meanwhile, was inspired by Taiwanese funeral traditions
involving the preparation of paper models for the dead. The photographic strategy
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involved two stages. During the first stage of collecting photographs and constructing the
set, the photographs provided a means of recalling and even evaluating memories. The
second stage of photographing the model with a pinhole Polaroid camera explored the way
that personal imagination and projection are bound up in the process of remembering.
Finally, Travelling Home deployed ready-made images from Google Streetview, suggesting
ideas of sharing, exchange and instant communication. The use of such public images in
the background of the miniature set was designed to transform notions of privacy and
openness, while at the same time testing and building up a relationship between personal
memories and lived experience. The repetition of the same staged elements throughout the
whole series of images allowed the final photographs to function as a scaffold for the
evolution of memory. In Project C, different types of photographs were adopted as
building blocks that mediated or even communicated remembrance in the course of the
photographic process. The photographs were designed to conjure up mental images that
would (re)frame the picture every time it was (re)viewed. Such contrived methods have
provided greater access to psychical images, to memories, while at the same time
demonstrating that memories are neither static nor fixed. Memories manipulate the
subjective perception of photographs, and the perception of photographs mediate
memories.
My use of mise en scène has involved the incorporation of elements of the public spaces of
cities and of my own personal memories. By treating mise en scène as a way of experiencing
the city in which observation and participation are one and the same, this thesis has
brought together diverging perspectives on the relationship between memory, the city, and
photography. Referring to Freud's concept of dream-work, which provides a paradigm for
the process whereby latent content is made manifest in dreams, I have pointed out that the
process of mise en scène plays the pivotal role in transferring images from psychical space onto
actual photographs, and that the photographic optical unconscious enlarges vision and
reveals hidden desires. Mise en scène, as a method of experiencing the imagined city, has been
practiced as follows:

•

Mise en scène involves staging, controlling, directing and arranging the elements of the
photographs, in order to translate my psychical images.

•

Mise en scène functions as a means of accessing psychical space. Images in psychical
space operate like a censorship faculty, determining what finds its way into the staged
photographs. In other words, mise en scène functions as a filter to purify images
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perceived in the physical environment, and the final photograph is the production of
an ideal image.
•

The process of staging is designed to retain or even exaggerate some details that have
triggered responses in me, while at the same time excising and repressing elements
that have not left vivid traces in my memory.

•

Mise en scène mediates the experience of the physical environment of the city. The
photographic projects have been executed by means of contrived methods that
deliberately recall memories and channel the energy of fantasy in order to transfer
public images of the city into my private imagination.

•

To stage small-scale objects is to manipulate one's physical relation to the
environment, to look at the city from a different perspective. The real subject, the
imagined city, emerges in the space between the controllable small-scale objects and
the uncontrollable physical environment.

•

Different formats of cameras have been used (i.e. instant camera, phone camera,
pinhole camera), to mediate the experience of the imagined city.

With each of the projects, the medium of photography has been treated as a tool for
framing and encapsulating autobiographical memories, involving a constant reworking of
the relationship with the past, rather than as a mechanical means of inscription and
documentation. Using limited materials but a range of approaches, including both analogue
and digital techniques, I have deployed mise en scène to unmask the flux of identity and to
provide a scaffold for individual memories. After experimenting with different modes of
mise en scène, I finally identified the practice of mise en scène with the making of souvenirs.
Drawing upon the concept of the art of memory, I treated the photographic images as loci
where private and public images of the city interact with each other. Photographs were
treated as places for memory-work, for the play of desire. The process of mise en scène
involves the organisation of the visual sense, the attachment of images to places, and the
association of psychical images with one another. This is also to say that the purpose of
mise en scène has been to locate my experiences of the imagined city in these loci, the
photographs. My mise en scène practice makes souvenirs of the transitional phenomena. The
photographic works, as souvenirs, are neither internal nor external – they are illusions that
allow room for the process of learning to accept the foreign in the physical environment
and intimacy in memories.
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This research has employed practical approaches in order to tackle my questions from
different perspectives. Moving between theoretical writing and photographic practice has
been crucial. Usually, for the theoretical research I had to focus on organising and
structuring my thoughts, and for the photographic projects, ideas simply ‘sparked' without
deliberate thought. My method of organising these components can be illustrated as
follows:
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This methodology has combined diverse approaches to memory, developing a broad and
multilayered model with which to investigate the mutual shaping of subjectivity, the city
and photography. The purpose of this model has been to pull together relevant findings
from various perspectives to see how they can help to redefine the multifaceted questions
of the research. I worked on the photographic projects first and then researched the
relevant theories. The practice has drawn a path through the theoretical debates and helped
to structure the references; while at the same time, the theoretical research has functioned
as a tool of analytical reasoning, allowing me to play with the visual propositions. Both the
photographic practice and theoretical research have functioned as two forces driving me
along the spiral and finally to the kernel.
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To ‘make photographic works', to ‘write the thesis' and to ‘read the references' –all these
activities have dealt with the same issue of ‘mise en scène and the imagined city', which leads
the spiral towards the essential kernel. This methodology has been helpful. On the one
hand, the theoretical research, the process of reading and writing, has detached me from a
naval-gazing preoccupation with subjective experiences and memories. On the other hand,
the art practices have tested what I learned from the theoretical debates, clarified my
standpoint and helped to construct the argument. The photographic projects have been
treated as experiments rather than statements, opening up different ways of thinking
through the relationship between memories and cities.
My intention with this thesis has not been to provide any definitive answers but rather to
establish a model of inquiry that would enable me to look at the relationship between the
physical environment of cities and my psychical space from diverse points of view. My
research into the imagined city has tied together the intricacies of personal memory with
the dynamism and multi-layeredness of society and culture. As a method of exploring the
relationship between physical environment and psychical reality, the practice of mise en scène
has various applications. Most generally, it might encourage a reevaluation of personal
memory in relation to the city, allowing for a more creative engagement with the
experiences of living in cities. More specifically, it offers city planners, architects and
builders a way of understanding the impact of urban structure on individual memory. It
might also contribute to the construction of more collective images of the city, by helping
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to uncover cultural memories – an especially pressing concern in Taiwan, where I would
like continue the search for the imagined city.
Some historical background will be helpful here. Taiwan, known as Ilha Formosa, was
named the ‘Beautiful Island' by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century. The island has a
rich history: it was occupied by the Dutch and the Spanish in the seventeenth century, and
there followed an influx of Han Chinese from Fujian and Guangdong of mainland China.
In 1662, the Ming Dynasty loyalist Cheng Chen-Gong defeated the Dutch and established
a base of operations to oppose the Ching Dynasty in the mainland. In 1683, Cheng's forces
were defeated by the Ching Dynasty, which ceded the island to the Empire of Japan from
1895 to 1945. In 1949, the KMT government (Kuomintang, Chinese Nationalist Party)
came to Taiwan after losing control of mainland China following the Chinese civil war.
Unsurprisingly, given that the island has been ruled by different political authorities,
Taiwanese identity is a controversial matter. For example, during Taiwan's colonisation by
the Empire of Japan, people used Japanese names, learned about Japanese culture and
history, and were educated as ‘Japanese'. Four years after Japan's retreat from Taiwan, in
1949, when the KMT came to the island after being defeated by the Communist Party of
China,2 Taiwanese people were made to speak Mandarin (instead of Taiwanese) and learn
Chinese history.
I do not intend to recount the history of modern Taiwan, which is still in flux, having been
through many phases, including the White Terror. However, I shall offer one simple
experience here. In primary and secondary school, I studied the history and geography of
mainland China, and learned little about the history of Taiwan. ‘Our country', in the books,
was mainland China, a place I have never been. Ethnically, most of the inhabitants of
Taiwan are Han Chinese, but there is also an aboriginal culture on the island which has
been repressed and ignored. Moreover, because of controversial issues between Taiwan
and China, Taiwanese memories have been modified and even formed by propaganda.3
There is a desire on the part of Taiwanese people for histories and memories that are not
controlled by any political parties.
The mise en scène approach to the imagined city provides an alternative way of working out
our memories. Mise en scène has been developed here through a series of experimental
inquiries into the relationship between photography, cities and subjectivity. The politics of
subjectivity, as Victor Burgin has pointed out, has tended to be ‘irreducibly individual,
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inviolably private; moreover, it has been maintained that, at least in respect of art, it is these
meanings which are the most important'.4 If we acknowledge the importance of personal
memories in relation to collective memories, we can take the individual's memories as the
foundation on which to construct a framework that reflects upon and redefines the
complexities of grand historical narratives. My practice provides a way of looking at the
physical environment from an intimate perspective, first of all, beginning with personal
memories. Personal recollections can be subsumed as building blocks of collective history
rather than considered in their own right; but this also means that private archives can tap
into much larger processes of storing and retrieving. Therefore, these personal memories
turn from their source, moving further and further from it, until finally cultural memories
are ‘revealed'. I use the word ‘reveal' because I believe cultural memories to be formed
naturally – they are not what people learn from textbooks or the media, nor the memories
formed by any political agenda. These memories bear on how the physical environment
has been perceived in an individual's psychical space, and the imbrication of perceptions of
the city with personal memories. This is the memory of ‘home'.
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1

Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida, translated by Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981), p.32.

2

KMT (Kuomintang, Chinese Nationalist Party), the centre-right conservative party that supports eventual
unification with mainland China. This party was founded in 1894 by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, a proponent of
Chinese nationalism who committed to the overthrow of the Ching Dynasty in 1912. The party ruled China
from 1928 until its retreat to Taiwan in 1949 after being defeated by the Communist Party of China.
Nowadays, there are two main political parties in Taiwan. One is the KMT, the other the DPP (Democratic
Progressive Party), which has traditionally been associated with advocacy of a distinct Taiwanese identity,
and the promotion of Taiwan independence.

3

KMT (Kuomintang, Chinese Nationalist Party), the centre-right conservative party that supports eventual
unification with mainland China. This party was founded in 1894 by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, a proponent of
Chinese nationalism who committed to the overthrow of the Ching Dynasty in 1912. The party ruled China
from 1928 until its retreat to Taiwan in 1949 after being defeated by the Communist Party of China.
Nowadays, there are two main political parties in Taiwan. One is the KMT, the other the DPP (Democratic
Progressive Party), which has traditionally been associated with advocacy of a distinct Taiwanese identity,
and the promotion of Taiwan independence.

4 Victor

Burgin, ‘Diderot, Barthes, Vertigo’, The End of Art Theory: Criticism and Postmodernity (London:
Macmillan, 1986), pp.112-139.
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